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CHAPTER I 
THE MONASTIC SITUATION IN THE FIRST HALF 
OF THE THIRTEENTH CENXIJRY 
• 
It is generally acknowledged that the church reached 
the ' apex of its power in the middle, ages during the pontificate, 
of Innocent III and that the very &enith of authority was at-
tained in the Fourth Lateran Council which met in November, 
1215. But by the time of Boniface VIII and the failure of his 
unam Sanctam and Clericis taicos, the church had lost its su-
--- , . . 
premacy and was plunging toward the nadir of the Western Schism. 
But in between the £enith of 1215 and the nadir fore-
shadowed in the Anagni outrage of ,1303, across the stage of 
English history moves the figure of Robert Grosseteste, bishop 
of Lincoln (1235-53). He was a man of vide intellectual attain-
ments in letters, philosophy, and theology. His election in 
1235 to the see of Lincoln put him in charge of the largest 
diocese of England. In a celebrated passage, Matthew Paris 
refers to him as the hammer of monks. Other contemporary writ-
ers refer to the harshness of his monastic visitation. Our 
purpose will be to examine all the evidence in the casein or-
der to determine just how much trutll there is in this judgment 
of the famous chronicler of St. Albans. 
The first task, however, is a description of the 
, 
monastic situation in England during the first part of the 
~-' ------------------------------------------------------~ 2 
thirteenth century so that the relations of Lincolniensis with 
.' the monks may be grasp'ed in their proper setting. Some of the 
pigments that will enter into this protrait are the opinions 
which people had about the monks, the general monastic situa-
tion around 1200, together with the material condition, the re-
ligious status and the intellectual attainments of the monks. 
The final lines of the picture will be a delineation of their 
relations with the king. 
By the year 1200, there was in England a group de-
finitely opposed to the monastic order, and in this opposition 
• 
two parties were involved. The first was composed of various 
English prelates whose patriarch had been Roger of Bishopts 
Bridge, archbishop of York (d. 11Sl).Thes-e bish9PS were opposed 
to the black monks in particular because of the exemptions and 
privileges claimed by the various monastic houses. l Another 
member of the episcopal opposition was Baldwin, archbishop of 
Canterbury (1184-9), a prelate who, late in life, had entered 
religion as a Cistercian. His talents and genius quickly raised 
. /' 
him to prominence so that he was soon elected superior of ,Ford 
Abbey; in 11SO, he was chosen to be bishop of 'Worcester and-f.our 
years later, he was elected to the primatial see of England. 
AlthougH he began his reign in harmony with the monks of his 
1 Dom David Knowles, The Monasti0,Jrder in England, At the 
trniversity Press, camf5rldge, 19 , 815. 
~----------------------------~------------------------------------
cathedral chapter,' the two parties were soon at loggerheads ove~ 
.' a proposed collegiate church of the archbishop to be founded 
at Hachington near Canterbury which, the monks feared, would 
soon rival and supplan~ them.2 st. Hugh of Lincoln advised 
Baldwin against the p~oject, but the archbishop failed to fol-
low the saintly Carthusian's advice. Moreover, Baldwin secured 
the appointment of Hugh of Nonant to the see of Coventry where 
the new bishop immed~ately proceeded to oust his monastic Elhap-
ter. Baldwin's most atrocious act, however, was the appoint-
ment of Roger Norreys to the priorship of Canterbury and later 
to the abbacy of Evesham, which "appointment~must always remain 
a dark stain on the archbishop'S reputation. uS 
-\ ." 
In addition to the opposition of the bishops, another 
party ffshowed itself in the violent criticism of a group of 
literary men,,4 against the monks; "the att.ack of these clerks 
was against the whole monastic ord.er ,black [Benedictine] and 
white [Cistercian] .n5 The two outstanding representatives of 
this group are Walter Map and Girald Cambriensis. Girald had 
been friendly to the CisterCians, .but when it seemed that they 
, . 
had wronged him, he 'became their most vitriolic. critic. 
2 ~td., 
3 I ~d., 
4 Ibid., 
5 I'Old'., 
.....--
In the last decades of the century, when 
so many of the bishops were at! odds with 
320 
332 
315 
316 
, 
the black monks, and when the clerks 
of the royal and other great houSeholds, 
such as Walter Map and Gerald ofliales, 
were bitter in their attacks upon the 
Cistercians,it was a commonplace to con-
trast the sobriety and regularity of the 
canons Witg the avarice and laxity of 
the monks. 
.. 
Although there was an organ1.&ed opposition in 1200, 
. 
which was lacking a century earlier, it would not be correct 
4 
to conclude that this feel'ing was universal. The fact that the 
monastic organi-:&ation was able to maintain i ts.elf, the fact 
that ~t was able to attract notable recruits and that the king 
continued to use the abbots and priors as his judges and even 
as sheriffs, goes far to indicate that a fair section of "public 
opinion" was not opposed to the monks. 
According to the German scholar, Dr. Else Guetschan, 
whose opinion Dom David Knowles believes to be "only slightly 
over-emphatic", the general ecclesiastical situation in England" 
during the pontifica.te of the great Innocent was chaotic in 
the extreme. 
The ., church of the land is split by a 
series of b±tter conflicts. ' Each man's 
hand is raised against his' neighbor1s. 
The , archdioceses are separated by a 
century old jealousy. st. David puts 
forth a claim to be the third arch- . 
bishopric. The suffragan "bishops are 
loath to submit to their metropolitans' 
will. The archdeacons, on the other 
6 Ibid., 361 , 
'. , , ~ .. ,>;~ , 
--~---------------------------------------------------------, 
hand, complain to both king and pope. 
about the high-handed tactics of their 
bishops. The relations of the cloister 
with the bishops are the worst of all. 
All discipline in the individual dio-
ceses has disappeared. ,,7 . 
5 
In the midst ' of this general disrup~ion, the monastic class in 
England presented another example of disunity. Since a consti-
tutional 'bond was lacking, the outlook of the great monasteries 
was individual rather than corporate, so that the various 
houses were isolated units. No lo~ger was there a Lanfr-anc; 
no longer did a house such as Evesham or "a monastic. bishop such 
as liulfstan of Worcester" exert a benevolent influence upon a 
whole circle of neighbors. 8 
Not only were the monasteries 80 many independent 
units, not only were they striving to liberate themselves from 
episcopal regulation, but in the very monastery itself, centri-
fug al for.ces were separating the ~ommunity from its superior. 
" •• ; all the houses were wholly independent of each other and 
of any higher authority within the monastic body. Each, in 
all matters of discipline, observance and ritual, was a law 
unto itself •••• n9 This is true of the black monks r ather 
than of the Cistercians and the new religious groups among 
whom a general ~hapter secured united action. But they too 
. ~ withdrew as much as Possible from diocesan control. 
7 Ibid., 37l, n. 1. Translated by Fr?-ncis J. Smith, S.J. 
8 T'fi'm., SOO 
,9 IbId., 371 
~~; --------------------------------------------------------. 
6 
The three powers, who normally could have curbed t ,he 
.' excesses of the individual monasteries, were the local bishop, 
the king and neighboring abbots; but by the peginning of the 
thirteenth century, they "had ,ceased to have their disposal, 
either by law, custom or public opinion, the powers essential 
to make their interference prompt and effective."l.o Such a 
condition was not destined to endure, and it is due to the 
energy of Innocent III in summoning the Lateran Council and 
guiding its legislation that a new order of things blossomed 
forth. Dom David Knowles adds that another contributing factor 
was "the emergence of a number of eminent administrators among 
the diocesan bishops. i,ll 
Although by the end of t~e twelfth century, the 
black monlts "had all but ceased to increase the number of their 
foundations",12 that is not an indicCition that they had no 
care for the material condition of the houses already establish~ 
ed. Many bequests were now being direot;ed to the canons regu-
l c..re, but the Bene,dictines continue,d to improve their buildings 
and also to put up new ones. In f,8;Q,t, the building activities 
of the monks absorbed much of their ,income. It was not _always 
out of the abundance of their resources that the monks raised 
their abbey churches and shrines since we have records showing 
10 Ibid., 344 
11 Ibid., 313. 
12 Ibid., 359 
~-. .. --------------------------------------------------~ 7 
that they would, by a self-denying resolution, forego their 
jIa . 
pittances in order to augment the credit sid.e of the bw.lding-
fund ledger. 
Thus the tower at Evesham was built c. · 
1200 partly on the money tha~ one of the monks 
acquired by practicing in medicine, 
partly by what the community could save 
by renunciation of various kinds, and 
at Bury in 1198 Abbot Samson gave his 
whole store of sixty marks towards re-
constructing the shrine of st. Edmund 
and suggested . that the monks should go 
without their.pittances.13 
At Peterborough, in the diocese of Lincoln, we also 
get the picture of how the monks cared for their property. 
They were unfortunate in 1200; ·for the archbishop of st. An-
drews, while he was custodian of the abbey during an interreg-
num, carried off much of the monks' possessibns;14 but three of 
the abbots of the first part of the thirteenth century were 
diligent in their activity. Pelarius(1280-l210) built severa~ 
halls at the various manors while his sacrist, Robert de Lyn-
desheye glazed 30 windows in the monastic buildings. Upon be-
• 
coming abbot, Robert (1214-1222) built a marble lavatory.15 
Walter de st. Edmund (1233-1245) "Q~ied himself much in the 
repairs and engargement of the monastery and its revenues though 
he undertook no bUilding~f extraordinary magnitude.16 
13 Ibid., 303-4 
14 William Dugdale, Monasticon !'~J;icanum (ed. by John Caley, 
Henry Ellis, and Bulkeley BanTnel), London, 1846, I, 553. 
15 ~., 354 
16 llli., 355 
~-' ---------------------------------------------------. 
8 
The cemmunity ef Spalding after being victimized by 
e ' 
the· abbey ef Angers which had the pewer ef appeihting the prier, 
finally made pregress in develeping its material cenditien after 
it had been freed frem fereign contrel threugh the interventien 
ef Hugh ef Wells and Rebert Grosseteste. Under Jehn, the Al-
mener, thepriery a.cquired many lands and was guided by Jehn's 
ecenemy and industry.17 It seems, tee, that Ramsey ~uring the 
administration of Ranulf, who became . abbot in 1231, prospered, 
for "Matthew Paris • • • speaks of his generosity with money 
and gifts both to the king and test. Alban's abbey.n18 
But as was mentioned above, ~entrifugal forces were 
at werk in the monastery. In order to facilitate the adminis-
tration of the .various parcels of property, they were assigned 
to the officials ef the abbey who were supposed to' supply cer-
tain needs ef the community from the reyenues thereef. This 
led to' many duplications in administratien and made it next 
to' impessible to secure a unified finanacial policy. 
Vhen, under a weak or absentee abbot, 
the effie ials had cart.e . btehche not 
enly to' spend, but to' mer gage the re-
sources and treasure ef .the heuse, a 
state ef chaos was swif.tly reached such 
as prevailed at Bury. immediately befere 
the electiO'n ef Abbet Samsen 1184--
And Bury, be it remarked, was pessessed 
17 Ibid., III, 209 
18 William Page, The Victeria Histery ef the County ef Hunting-
den, The st~ 'Catherine ·Press, . tonden, 1926, .1,380. 
~----------------------------------------------~ 
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of potential resources amply sufficient 
fo~ its. need~ ~dl~as far from being de- .. 
caaent ~n sp~r~t. 
Another serious drain on monastic resources was the 
number of lawsuits in which these religious bodies participated. 
private cases were serious enough, but they were of very little 
t h d I ... impor ance w en compare to the caU$6S celebres. An incalcul-
able wealth ~as expended by the monks in trying to stave off 
revocation of their privileges, or in the attempt to gain new 
exemptions from diocesan control.20 These lawsuits and mona~tic 
building projects, together with the uneconomical financial 
arrangements in most monasteries, so depleted many communities' 
resources that they found themselves in the clutches of the 
usurious Jewish money lend~rs. This was true of Bury, St. 
Albans and Evesham at one or other time during this period, 
and even the prol3perous, wool-raising qistercians were forced 
into the usurious embrace of these leading medieval money 
lenders.2l 
The effort to determine the" spiritual status of the 
monasteries is a little more difficult since we can only deal 
with externals without really piercing to its very heart and 
core • . The externals, however, will give us' some indication 
" of the interior fervor p~esent; for from the internal convic-
19 Knowles, 304 
2ID Ibid. ,3024;;3 
21 ibid. ,3Q4-5 
~-· "-------------------------------------l-O~ 
tions of a person, flow his actions. It is much more difficult, 
." however, to judge in how far Cistercian discipline and obser-
vance were effected by the disruptive forces at work in the 
Church. On this point, we will accept the opinion of Dom 
David Knowles: 
• • • here it may be sufficient to re~ 
mark that the summary judgments that 
have sometimes been made do not suffi-
ciently distinguish between century and 
century, hou~e and house, and that in 
general the life of the order "would 
seem to have been still vigorous at the 
death of John.22 " 
During the reign of John, the monasteries, as well as the other 
phases of church life, were thrown out of gear so that the 
lawlessness of the times with its concomitant insecurity would 
tend toward a weakening of religious diSCipline. Moreover, 
due to the differences of opinion that arose . between abbots 
and convents, "the spiritual relationship of father and sons" 
would be adversely affected. 
Xhis picture of a breakdown in religious discipline' 
is heightened by a picture of the situation which evolved 
during the " first decade of this century at Evesham under the 
unworthy abbot, Robert Norreys. This man had been" intruded 
on the community by Archbishop BaldWin. - Norreys was a moral 
reprobate who thought nothing of indulging in adultery"or over-
22 Ibid., 356 
~.--------------------------------------------------~ 11 
indulging himself at table and who had no sense of the propri-
• 
eties of dress, even within the precinc~s of the religious 
house. "Under such a regime," remarks Knowles, "it vas inevi-
talbe that regular life should collapse.,,23 The substance of 
the house was wasted and it is no wonder then that "hospitality 
and the relief of the poor were out of the que'stion;" but even 
. 
under such adverse con~itions, Evesham could still. attract a 
man of the character of Thomas Marleberge. 
The situation at Battle during the rule of Odo (1175-
1200) and at Bury st. Edmunds under Samson (1184-1210). gives 
us a picture more in keeping with normal religious life. In 
Odo, we see a man who set spiritual values incalculably higher 
then temporal ones. Consequently we learn that when he died 
"he left behind him a reputation for sanctity.,,24 Although we 
can characterise Samson of Bury as the great administrator, 
nevertheless his abbey had not lost sight of its spiritual idea 
But even here we must proceed with caution. According to 
Knowles: 
To characterize Bury as an abode of medi-
ocrity would therefore be unjust, if by 
mediocrity is understood all lack of en-
thusiasm or endeavour. Yet it would be 
true to say that, so far as can be seen, the 
purely spiritual ideal of the monastic 
life had been lost to view, and esprit 
~ corps had come to occupy for many ~he 
25 Ibid., 334 
24 Ibid., 306 
~~. ------------------~------------------------~ 
. 12 . 
position of a leadin25interest in life and guide of action. 
As in most cases, so with the monks, an infraction 
of rule or a misdemeanor receives great publicity while years 
and years of renunciation and great sanctity frequently pass 
urmoticed. That many houses were not lax and were sincerely 
trying to live their profession, we find implicitly in the 
statutes of the first black monk general chapter held in 1218. 
Therefore, dear brothers, we urge and 
exhort you in the Lord humb~y and de-
voutly to take upon yourselves, and 
with affection and fidelity . to fulfill, 
what has been planned and ordained for 
the salvation of souls, the reform of 
the order and regular observance in the 
Lord. Furthermore, when the visitors 
come to your houses, backed by the au-
thority of the council, rec·eive them 
with graciousness striving, to use the 
words of the council, that they may 
find your affairs in such good order 
that you may ~~nt not correction, but 
commendation. 
The various decrees of this general chapter indicate that the 
monks wished to uphold their religious spirit and to this end 
they are incited to greater efforts in the more perfect obser-
vance of their vows and what these VOw.s imply.27 It seems that 
in spite of the troubles at Evesham that may be cited, in spite 
····of the dispoiling of Spalding by its foreign priors, in spite 
25 Ibid., 308 
26 William Abel Pantin, Chapters Bl the English Black Monks, 
1215-lQiQi (C~mde~ publlcations~ 3rQ ser., v. 45) London, ~,-r;-3. Translated from tne Latin by the author. 
27 Ibid, passim 3-9 , 
~-------------------------------------~~. 
f the rare cases of violations of chastity that may be o 
.. 
in spite, too, of the fact that the fervor of English monasticis 
does not reach the white-hot intensity of st. Benedict's or st. 
Bernard's religious spirit, nevertheless these religious, for 
the most part, were sincerely striving to save their souls; they 
were exercising the corporal and spiritual works of mercy; and 
their prayers were . directed to t .he glory of God and the begging 
of His grace for the salvation of their fellow men. 
It can not be doubted that by the thirteenth century 
the monasteries had ceased to be the educational centers of 
Christendom. "The great educational revolutionn28 of the ele-
venth century, according to Rashdall, vas the concomitant de-
cline of monastic influence and the emergence of the secular 
clergy as the dominant factor in the schools. In England, from 
the latter half of the thirteenth century, the Benedictines and 
the other religious orders had scholars at ~fo~d , and Cambridge. 
But the conclusion of the author of the celebrated work on medi-
eval universities is that "these monastic colleges possess very 
/ . 
little importance in the history ,either of learning or of edu-
cation. n29 They . are condemned for not ·. advancing learning and 
are accused of sending men to the universities merely to avoid 
being called absolutely ignorant. 
28 Hasti~s Rashdall, The Universities of Europe in the~iddle 
,~ (ed. by F. M. povicke andA. B. Emden), At tne-C arendon 
'Press, ~ford, 1936, I, 275. . 
29 ~., III, 190 
To the monasteries belongs the ,credit 
of producing the great medieval histo-
rians. The Benedictine monks of this ' 
period were above all things men of 
the world: their point of honour was a 
devotion to the intere~ts of the house; 
their intell'ectual interests lay in its 
history and tradition. As a body they 
had as little interest in the contro-
versies of ,the age as they bad in the 
practical work of the church.SO 
14 
• 
This statement contains much ~ruth, but it is too harsh and too 
sweeping. In the few following pages, we will give a descrip-
tion of some of the intellectual endeavours of . the monks. 
These statements will refer, for the most part, to the first 
half of the thirteenth century. 
During the thirteenth century, the monastic scrip-
torium was in its full flowering and only by the end of this 
century was it to begin its decline.51 The books of the li-
brary were usually obtained by borrowing a book for copying 
from a neighboring monastery.32 This was only one of the four 
possible ways of securing copies of books. Because of the 
great value of a book" due to the great and strenuous labor ex-
pended in its production, many mona~tic institutions were wont 
to "put their volumes under anathema.,,33 This practice of 
threatening a person with excommunication for lending a book 
30 Ibid., 190-1 
31 Jame.s Westtall Thompson, Th$ i~dieval Library, The Unl.versity 
of Chicago Press, Chioago-;-!9 . , 612 
32 , Ibid., 627 331m. 
15 
w",-s censured by the Council of Pc~ris in 1~12. Nor is it true 
tha,t it i .. rES" the cornmon practice of religious houses to chain 
their bool~ in this period. Thompson goes into this subject 
and his ccnclusion is that, with the exception of service-books, 
manuscripts were not ch2,ined. It was only later thc,t this 
practice came into vogue. "Ny o-v,"'Il opinion is that it [chaining 
books] was more cOIl1L1on for the first printed books than in the 
case of manuscripts. ,,34 The usual assumption is th&.t books 1-Tere 
chained to prevent their usuagej such an opinion is quite er-
roneous. The purpose of the practice, when it ex.isted, was to 
insure the wider usuage of books, to prevent one person from 
appropriating a book for himself and thus deprive others of its 
use. 
Al though the monks diu not pro(:~uce new works or dis-
tinguish themselves as theologians and philosophers, neverthe-
less they did a great service by preserving many works for us. 
fmc this monastic employraent was considered consonant with the 
Benedictine voc&tion. 
So, too, the Statuta of the Benedictines 
in England in the 13th and 14th centuries 
make it cleE.r the.t this the copying of 
manuscripts etc. was looked upon as no 
less a part of the English monastic 
work. ••• The direction of the Bene-
dictine general Chapter of Canterbury 
in A.D. 1277 was th&t:-- "In place 
of mc:nual labour the Abbots shall ap-
34 Ibid., 625 
point other oceupations for their clau-
stral monks according to their capabi-
lities (namely) study, writing, correc~5 
ing, illuminating, and binding books." 
16 
The number of library catalogues shows that although there were 
not as many catalogues for the thirteenth century as for the 
twelfth, still the former century shows a considerable activity? 
In the diocese of Lincoln, we can consider three of 
the more important houses, Peterborough, Ramsey and Leicester. 
peterborough had the good fortune to. obtain as abbot in 1177 
Benedict, a monk of Christ Church. He was a great lover of 
books !fand enriched the library of his house with some fifty-
three volumes. n37 During a convalescence, he wrote a good 
study of st. Thomas, the re~ntly murdered archbishop of Canter-
bury. Valter de st. Edmund, whom ve saw was assiduous in re-
pairing the monastic buildings, had more books in his library 
than either his predecessor or successor in the abbatial offiC~~ 
The two catalogues we have of Peterborough books show thetr~­
mendous increase in titles from the twelfth to the fourteenth 
century; for the first list contains seventy titl~s while the 
second one enumberates 1,700 titles in 346 volumes.39 
Around the three-quarter mark of this century, Ramsey 
35 Francis Aidan Gasquet, TheOld~lishBible and Other 
Essays, John C. Nimmo, London, ·7, .49 
36 Thompson, 614 
37 Gasquet, 37-8 
38 Dugdale, I, 355 
39 Thompson, 302 
17 
jpbey, the most important house in Hunts, was well-known for 
.-its Hebrew scholars. ' "Undoubtedly, Ramsey had the best collec-
tion of Hebrew books of any English monastery at the time •••• n40 
Thompson also believes that this group derived its impetus from 
Robert Grosseteste. Even in the universities of this period, 
Rashdall finds scant evidence of the study of lingua hebraeica. 
Leicester Abbey which, by the time of the suppression, 
was one of the larger houses has been neglected in the history 
of the . monastic establishments of England. Ve do not know how 
its library was collected, but the catalogue of the 1490's 
indicates that the monastery possessed over a thousand volumes. 
Excluding duplications, service-books, 
rent-rolls, and other miscellaneous 
docUments; ;; aEtotal::mlIIlbeD90I1s;beu'b_s450 
volUll'les remain--a most respectable col-
lection. The library. at LeicesterAb-
bey was a large and varied one. Astro-
nomical -and medical science appear to 
be the chief profane interests/' with 41 
the classical poets and histor1 next. 
st. Albans, which was just beyond the southeastern 
I 
confines of Grossetestets diocese, is best known in intellectual 
circles for the historians . that it produced. Thompson, follow-
ing the lead of Hardy, believes that the office of historio-
grapher was begun by Abbot Simon (1167-1183). "But, more im-
portant than the simple copying of books, Abbot Simon maintained 
, 
40 1lli. ,303 
41 ~.,309 
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r continuously in his chamber two or three select scribes. n42 
'> 
• ThiS abbot's successor had been educated at Paris and among his 
contributions to the library vas the Historica Scholastica. 
This same manuscript at present, in addition to the .H1storia, 
contains Grosseteste's translation of the Testament of ~ 
. 
Twelve patriarchs.43 Another abbot, Robert (1260-91) "added to 
the library several books on canon law, a vol~e containing Se-
neca, and some sermons of his own, in his own handwriting. 44 
Of the writters of st. Albans, Matthev Paris is the most out-
standing; and for many facts of , this period, Matthew is our only 
source. But in using him, we must be carefUl since, according 
to Smith, he is sometimes unsatisfactory when we have other 
sources with which to check his statements. 45 
And here it may be worth noting that st. 
A].bant, then in the1height of its great-
est glory, with Matthew Paris working 
as our national archivist in its scrip-
torium and training others in historical 
methods, was apparently the focus from 
which Greek learning and a love of let46 tars spread to other parts of England. 
42 Ibid., 284 " 
43 CI. Matthew Paris, Chronica Majora (ed. byH. R. Luard), 
Rolls Series, London, 1872-83,.fv, 233: "Illum igitur 
gloriosum tractatum, ad robur fidei Christianae et ad 
majorem Judaeorum confusionemtranstulit plene et evi-
denter episcopus memoratus RobertusGrosseteste, vir 
in Latino et Graeco peritissimus de Graeco, verbo ad 
verbum, in Latinum, coadjuvante magistro Nicholao, cle-
rico abbatis Sancti Albani." 
44 Thompson, 284 " 
45 A. L. Sm1th,The Church and state in the Middle ~, At 
the Clarendon"Press, OXford, 19Se,cf-:-r3B-17~ 
46. Francis A ,idan Gasquet, The ~ast Abbot of Glastonbury and 
other, Essays, George Belr& ' ons, London, 1908, 163 
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The librE.ry at st. Augustine in Canterbury was en-
larged by th~ gifts of various abbots, priors and friends of the 
house. Thomas Findon, abbot from 1283-1309, ge.ve over a hundred 
volumes and a John of London, about eighty. These latter are 
mostly scientific, a description which can be applied to 1'l12-ny 
of the St. Augustine books.47 
From two catalogues of books made respectively in 
1210 and 1247-8 B.t Glastonbury, we learn of e. phenomenal in-
crease in thc,t monastic library. Wnen we consider thc~t every 
volume produced ioTas made only by means of e, tremendoUs outlay 
of labor, "only three fingers hold the pen, but the -whole body 
toils lT , said a monastic scribe, it becomes clear what an in-
creE,se of 325 volumes in a thirty-seven year period reveals that 
learning and books were not dispised, at least not in this 
monastery.48 
At Evesham, the scholE.r of this period W2_S Thomas de 
Harleberge, prior for mE_l1Y years and finally abbot, -who wrote 
a considerable portion of the chronicle of his house. His stud:ie 
had been made at Paris, Rome and BolognE.j and after lecturi:r..g at 
Oxford on both c~non and civil law, he entered religion at Eves-
ham, taking with him his l&rge collection of books. In his time, 
the scriptorium was considered quite importE_nt if lie m&.Y judge 
from the revenue which was assigned for its upkeep.49 
4'7 Thompson! 274-5 
48 Ibid., 3u7 
49 TDi"U., 305 
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At :B'Ury}lS:h, Edmunds, the store of abbey books was in-
.. 
creased through the special interestS ' of the various monks: 
some increasing the number of volume~ on medicine, others pro-
curing books for refectory reading and so forth. 50 And the 
great Abbot Samson founded a school for grammar-boys during his 
administration. It may be noted t4at no one could teach within 
• 
the nlibertyn of st. Edmunds unless his teaching was sanctioned 
by the abbot and his magisterscholarum. 5l 
From the customary of Westminster, we learn that, as 
in most place, the three men in .charge of books were the pre-
centor, succentor andsacrist. The~e were "almeries of wain-
cott tt in the north cloister for keeping books and opposite the ' 
bookscases were carrells IJwhich at · sqmetime were at least 
partially glazed. The c.y.stomary of Abbot .Vare shows that the 
carrells were in use during the second half of the thirteenth 
century at least."52 
A few more collections may be mentioned. Whitbyhad 
seventy-four volumes in 1180 "among which, besides theology, 
were fifteen volumes ' of clas.sical and other early authors. • 
• • 
,,53 The Cistercian house at Meaux which had been founded in 
the middle of the twelfth century had 350 volumes by the end of 
50 Gasquet, Old En~. Bible, 
51 Rashdall, III, 88, n. 
52 Thompson, 300-1 
53 Ibid., 298 
38-9 
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the fourteenth while Rievaul:x, also Cistercian and founded a few 
• 
years before Meaux, had "a rather large library,,54 in the 
fourteenth century. 
Although we find little evidence of the positive ad-
vancement of learning either in theology, philosophy or the 
science, nevertheless the foregoing pages would seem to indi-
cate the rashness of accusing the monks of ignorance. There 
will not be found in any of the houses what might be termed 
"an intellectual coterie" -nor will every member of a convent 
be interested in learning. It seems, however, that the evi-
dence of interest in classical authors and in theology, as mani-
fested by the monastic libraries and the monks' many bibles, 
together with their efforts to chronicle the events of their 
time, are proof enough tha.t they were educated men. 
The various monastic houses, besides their spiritual 
relation to the bishop, or directly to the pope in the case of 
the exempt houses, also had a relationship to the king since 
"the lands of the abbeys were held in feu.dal tenure, and the 
relation of the abbots who held in chief, or who held of mesne 
lords, to their over-lords wa.s feudal. n55 Twenty-four abbots 
held their lands by military service two of these, peterborough 
and Ramsey, were in the Lincoln diocese. The former owed the 
.. , ~~ , - . ~! 
54 Ibid., 298 
55 Sister Aloyse Marie Reich, S.N.D., The Parliamentary Abbots 
to 1470, university of" California Press, l3erke1ey, J941, 293 
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. king sixty knights, the greatest number owed by any ab~y; and 
the latter, four. 56 
Upon the death of an abbot" the lands which were the 
abbot·S reverted to the king; and it was to save the revenue of 
the house during such vacancies that the lands and revenues 
had been diVided between abbot and convent. Besides collecting 
the abbot's share of the revenue, the king would demand a fine 
I for the grant of the conge d'elire, the perm ssion for the con-
vent to procede to the election of a new abbot. 57 
In theory, at least, the monasteries always possessed 
freedom in electing their superiors, though frequentl:y- there was 
something wanting in the actual practice, especially during 
John's reign. The right was settled "by decrees of the Fourth 
Lat~ran Council", Rand' the first article of Hagna Carta con-
firmed the right of free election to the church of England. 58 
, . 
This did not mean, however, that the conge,d lelire did not have 
to be obtained. In 1219, Honorius III ordered Pandulph, the le-
gate, "to warn and compel prelates and chapters of churches in 
England to desist from proceeding to the election of Pastors 
without the J:-oyal licence, contrary to right and custom.,,59 
56 Ibid., 293-4 
57 IPld., 320 
58 Thid. . 
59 w:-H. Bli~s, C. Johns.on & J. A.Twemlow, Calendar of Entries 
jJl the P§.pa.J.:Registers Relat,in£L to Great Britain ana l!:.!-
land. Papal .-L ... &.... t .... t_e_r ..... s, London, I, 65 
-=--- - -
The abbe"ys were not ini'requently called upon for a 
• 
subsidy for the king. Although they frequently protested, in 
the end they would usually acquiesce. The exceptions to this 
rule were the Cistercians and the Premonstratensians who might 
give a courtsey to the king, but never a subsidy. "They were 
not averse to discomfort and sacrifice, they were willing to 
help the needy and the general good, but principle was para-
mount and their privilege meant more to them than money.IISO 
Into this monastic framework with its religious, 
intellectual and material aspects, "must we fit the visitorial 
activities of Robert Grosseteste in his capacity as bishop of 
Lincoln. This study has been an attempt to sketch the mona-
stery during the age of Grosseteste. Unfortunately, however, 
we have been granted but an occaSional glimpse here and there. 
As .we proceed in our project, it will be necessary to consider 
church legislation regarding visitations, as well as Grosse-
teste's idea of the religious life and his own religious con-
victions. Ve shall, then, be prepared to discuss his relations 
with the monks and shall be better able to evaluate that rela-
tionship. 
SO Reich, 315 
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CHAPTER II 
GROSSETESTE AND THE MONASTIC IDEAL 
In order to understand the relations between Robert 
Grosseteste and the monks, it is absolutely necessary to deter-
mine just what kind of religious this bishop of Lincoln ex-
pected the monk to be. Grossete.ste had very definite ideas 
about the monastic life and he demanded that the monk should 
aim at great perfection. The ideal of the religious life 'which 
Bishop Grosseteste entertained was not the mere figment of his 
imagination but was based upon objective knowledge. Robert 
possessed an intimate knowledge of ·holy scripture as his let-
ters eloquently testify; and in addition, his familiarity with 
the rules of both st. Benedict and st. Basil,l and the fact 
of his translating a short Greek account of monastic life2 
indicate that he had a firm grasp Qn the religious ideal. 
First of all, the monk is to bea man of prayer. In 
fact the very name, monk, means a man who prays in solitudeS 
according to an etymology contained in the little treatise he 
sent to Peterborough. The monk prays to God without ceasing 
so that in all things he is offering to God a continuous prayer 
1 H. Luard (ed), Epistolae Robertt~ tGrosseteste (Rolls Series), 
Longmans & Green, London, 1861, 1# 53 & 57 . 
2 Ibid., #: 57 . 
3 1bI(t. "Et secundum derivationem et compositionem Graeci ser-
moms monacb,us dicitur a ·· , quod est solus, et , 
quod est oratio sive votum, quasi moneuclius; eo quod ad mo-
nachum pertinet ut solus ore"e." . ' 
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of praise. By eliminating distractions and inordinate effec-
.. 
tions,. the monk will draw closer to God so that "ad solum. Deum 
dirigens orationem, ad solum Deum summe expetunt, sed ad alia 
per ipsum obtinenda tendunt.,,4 
The second etymology ties in with this idea when it 
describes the monk as "solus habens solum". Solus is the monk; 
and solum, God. The mOIL~ls whole raison d1etre is his conti-
nual effort to possess "per superfervidam caritatem" God who 
alone truly is. .And in his solitude, the monk will be sad be-
cause God is offended and consequently he will grieve conti-
nually for his sins apd those of others. 5 
The very fact that monks are men of prayer whose 
whole life is directed Godwards implies that they have given 
up the things of this world.6 The monk has nothing that he 
may call his own; "but he considers the laws, the sermons, and. 
the commands of the prophets and humns and other exercises by 
which learning and holiness are increased and perfected as his 
proper riches. n7 Besides the spirit of poverty, the monk 
should practice abnegation and mortification. Both in the 
among of sleep and of nourishment, the monk should oVJserve' 
great moderation. This reveals the spirit of the little trea-
4 Ibid. 
5 Ibid. 
6 Ibid.., n ••• a propinQ.uis et possessionibus recedunt." 
7 Ibid. 
-
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tise that Grosseteste translated for the monks of Peterborough, 
.' 
'and his recommendation of it to their study indicates that 
he made its principles his own. 
From a letter of the bishop to the abbey of Fleury 
about the cell at Minting, we learn that he placed the giving 
of good example as one of the primary considerations in the 
life of a monl~ He warns them against a possible misinterpre-
tation bf the text, "bona sua faciant in abscondito, et Pater 
caelestis, qui videt in abscondito, :r:eddat eis." 
Their good works are to be hidden from 
the glitter of human praise so that they 
may not be blighted; they should be mani-
fested so that by their light, others 
may be shown the way tg truth and may 
take up the good York.S 
The monk must guard against an evil life because of the scan-
dal that he will cause in the laity. , It is not only that he 
will be leading a life unworthy of his calling, but also that· 
other, following his example, will lose Sight of the true goal 
of this mortal life. 
The monastery is to be a family in which the abbot 
is the father. "st. Benedict makes the abbot the pivot on 
which the life of the monastery turns. trIO Since the abbot 
is the most important monk in the monastery, it will be wise 
8 Ibid., I 53 
9~ . ~.
10 Edward Cuthbert Butler, Benedictine Monastioism, ,studies 
. .!!! Benedictine Life .~ !Uf!:.!'; ' LoOOon,1924, 184 
. } 
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i to consider how Grosset-es.te 1s idea of the abbot compares 
the norms that St. Benedict set down in his rule. In describ- . 
ing the abbot according to the mind of ,st. Benedict,Abbot 
Butler notes these six aspects of the abbatial office. ':' 
the first place, "the abbot is Christ's vicegerent 
nastery.nll Consequently, we see whence comes the 
for obedience on the part of the monks. Also as the abbot 
the father of the monastery and the spiritual f ather of all ' 
its monks, he has to be solicitous for the salvation of their 
souls.12 Another function of the abbatial office is indicated 
by st. Benedict when he calls theapbot the shepherd of God's 
flock. The story of the Good Shepherd is used to illustrate 
this point. IS Besides being the Shepherd, 
• • • the abbot must be the wise physician 
who when any of his monks is laboring un-
der some spiritual disease must do his ut-
most to apply the remedy suitable to the 
case: correction, exhortation, chastisement, 
teaching of Scripture, public prayer; and 
if all these remedies fail, then" in the 
last resort, the 'amputating knife', 'lest 
one diseased sheep should infect the whole 
flock. ,,14 . 
Next the aboot is considered as the master. This may be ap-
plied in both of its senses, namely: ~hat he is in charge of 
everything and that his will is to pe followed, and also in the 
11 Ibid., 185 
12 Ibid., 186, 190-1 
l3 IbId.., 185 
14 llli. ,Cf. also, The 1011 Rule .Qf Our Most ~.' ~athet ' Saint 
Benedict (ad. by -:cne enedICtrn:es or-st. Memrad s A6 ey), 
The Abbey Press, st. Meinrad, Ind., 1937, ch. xxviii. 
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sense that he is the teacher of his monks by deed as well as 
• by' word.15 "Finally the abbot is to be the 'DispenseJ;', or 
steward of the house of God (ch. LXIV), the administrator who 
must dispose of all things prudently and justly. (ch. 1II),,16 
st. Benedict must certainly have had these qualities 
and duties of the abbatial office in mind when, in the sixty-
forth chapter of the rule, he wrote: 
In the appointment of an ,abbot let this 
principle be observed, thiat he be made 
Abbot whom the entire community shall 
choose unanimously in the fear of God or 
whom a minority, however ' smal-l, sh~ 
choose because of the merit of his life 
and because of his-rearning,eventhough 
in the community he may be the lowest 
in rank. 17 (italics added) 
st. Benedict again stresses the same ideas when, in discussing 
the kind of men who are to assist the abbot in the discipline 
of the monastery, h~ says: If Let there be chosen brethern of 
good repute and holy life." .And later, If,let them not be 
chosen according to rank, but according to the merit of their 
lives and their learning and wisdom.,,18 
Robert Grosseteste shows himself gravely concerned 
that the abbots who are elected to office in his diocese be 
men who are well fitted for the char,ge which they undertake. 
15 Butler, 186 
16 Ibid. Chapters in quotation refer to The Holy Rule. 
17 The Holy Rule, ch. lxiv 
18 Ibid., ch.xxi 
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. His mind on the subject is unveiled to . us in a letterl~ which 
he wrote to the abbey of Missendem just before the monks were 
to elect a new superior. The theme of the entire letter is 
the need there is for the monks to make a prudent and dili-
gent investigation before they choose an abbot. Since the 
abbatial office is a pastoral care and the abbot must look 
after the spiritual welfare of his subjects, it would be folly 
to choose a person who was not fitted for such great respon-
sibility. There is a double danger because both the electors 
and the elected would suffer from an ill-advised selection. 
Grosseteste's interest and reiterated desire that the moruts 
choose visely is apparent when he writes: "Paterno affectu vos 
regamus, monemus, exhortemus, ac quantum possumus, injungimus 
, 
ut ad pastorem idoneani vobis elig.endum pro viribusvestris 
omnemapponatis curam et diligentiam •• ~." 
By means of a homely example he insists on the im-
portance of scrutinizing the character of the man into whDse 
hands they are going to place themselves. He says that when 
they want to hire a swineherd they inquire quite diligently 
into the ability of the person to whom they will commi~ this 
office. Does he know when and where to pasture his animals? 
ViII he keep them safe during the day and return them to their 
pens in good condition in the evening? ViII he take care to 
19 Epistolae, # 85 
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keep them safe during the night? Robert sums up by taying: 
"If you don't employ a like care (diligence) in provid.1ng a 
suitable pastor for your souls, aren't you placing a gr.eater 
value on your swine then on your own souls?" 
The good bishop, however, immedia.tely adds that he 
is sure that they are going to make a :wise choice "as befits 
religious." They will omi~ nothing which would make for a 
good election since "they are arlame with zeal for God and 
their own salvation." 
According to the doctrine of the Apostle, 
they will do everything necessary to 
choose ••• a pastor who is blameless, 
without crime, not proud, not subject to 
anger, notQ.uarrelsome,not given to Wine, 
not a striker, given to hospitality, gentle,. 
modest, just, holy, continent, learned 
as a steward of God, embracing that faith-
ful word which is according to doctrine, 
so that he may be able to exhort in sound 
doctrine and to c'onvince the gainsayers; 
. one who rules his ow house 'Well. ' 
This enumeration of characteristics which Bishop Grosseteste 
takes from st. Paul, together with his insistence on choosing 
the abbot only after mature consideration of the aan and his 
qualifications for the office, indicate that he took to heart 
the words of St. lSenedict that the abbot should be chosen "in 
the fear of God • • • with wiser counsel • • • because of the 
merit of his life and because of h~s learning." 
The abbot of Leiscester in a letter to the bishop 
had complained that his lordship was hard ofh~art. In reply-
31 
ing to the abbot,20 Grosseteste made it clear that it was not 
• 
his intention by any manner or means to be severe just for the 
sake of being severe. In explaining his position, the bishop 
goes back to a quotation from Ezechiel. God told the prophet 
that the house of Israel was hard of heart and thus would 
not listen to him. 
Behold I have made thy faoe stronger than 
their faces, and thy"J forehead harder than 
their foreheads. I have made thy face · 
like an adamant and like .flint; fear them 
not, neither be thou dismayed at their 21 
presence; for they are a provoking house. 
The abbot then is asked to pray that the "bishop's hardness 
of heart" may be like that ·of the prophet and not a turning 
away from the truth of God as that of the Israelites. This 
same idea is stressed in another letter to the Abbot of 
Fleury about the cell at Minting. 
• • • for you most certainly know that; 
with the help of the Lord, we will not per-
mit--as far as it is in our power--any 
monk to live in our diocese unleSS he 
acts respectably and live500nsistently ac"": 
cording to the rule of the Blessed Benedict; 
but we will endeavor as. far as by the help 
of the Lord we can, acoording to the teach-
ing of the Apostle "to put ·away the evil 
one from our midst, lestJ a little . leaven 
corrupt· the whole mass and this cgntagious 
itch creep over a widening area. ".~2 . 
From these sentiments of the bishop of Lincoln, we 
20 Ibid., I 55 
21 Esechiel III, 8-9 
22 Epistolae, I 53 -
I 
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can draw tvo conclusions. First that he is determined. to see 
• 
religious life lived according to the rule of st. Benedict, 
and also that should the implementing of this determination 
require sever'ity, he is ready to be "hard", but that he 
would rather proceed , in a more pacific manner. 
In seeking for an explanation of why his visitations 
were considered severe' by his contempor~ies--vhether they 
were or not--ve may fU1d the reason 'in the fact that epis-
copal visitation in g~neral was not as regular up to and in-
cluding Grosseteste1s time as it should have been. And it 
was due in no small measure to Robert Grosseteste1s untiring 
~eal that bishops began to take more seriously their episcopal 
duty of visitation. In describing his visitations the bishop 
remarked on one occasion: 
••• on that and the folloving day, I 
and my clerks gave our attention to in-
quiries, corrections and reformations, such 
as be,long to the office of inquiry. In 
my first circuit of this sort, some came 
to me to find fault with these proceedings, 
saying uMy Lord, you are doing a new and 
unaccustomed thing." to .,-hom I answered) 
"Every new thing" which instructs and ad-
vances a man is a blessed new thing. n23 
The visitorial activities of Robert Grosseteste, 
though IDerhaps not too popular with, the monks, were definitely 
' - acoording to the mind of the church. From Luchaire, we learn 
23 William Page (ed), The Victoria History.2! !S!' County of 
Lincoln, James street, Ldoodn; '1906, I, 26-7 
. I 
that Innocent III from the very beginning of his reign encou-
• 
raged bishops to investigate the state of the monasteries in 
their dioceses. 
L'ardeur reformatrice de pape se mani-
feste par les nombreuses lettres qulil 
adresse am eveques pour les pousser a 
exciter, une surveillance plus active sur 
les moines et a user contreeux de leur 
pouvoir de correction. II ne laisse echap-
per aucune occasion de leur rappele:r. (lu'ils 
doivent visiter les monasteres, y faire 
lesreformes indispensables, deposer et 
remplacerles abbes ,qui se conduisent 
mal. Si leur autorj.te propre ne suffit 
pas a cette tache, 11 leur confere, les 
pouvo1rs extraordinaires attaches au titre 
delegues de Saint-Siege. Et quand i1s 
ont'impose a un monastere Ie reglement 
destine a Ie sauver de la ruine ou de la 
decheance complete, 11 s'empresse delap-
pouver leurs actes, et, par une confirma-
tione solennelle, de donner force de lci 
a la reforme.24 
But with Innocent the whole affair was one of mutual interplay. 
He would infuse new life into the monastic order by stimulating 
episcopal visitation and he would keep the bishops on their 
toes by keeping the monasteries ina flourishing state. "Pen-
dant tout son regne, il a fit Ie protecteur, Ie bienfaiteur, 
mais aussi Ie reformateur des establissements monastiques. n25 
Vhile Dr. Cheney points out that, even though his 
24 Achille Luchaire, Innocent III,;, k! Concile £! Latran , et 
, l!! RefoTIIle de l l Eglise, paris, Libra:,i..rie Hacl!ette et CIe, 
1908, l60~1 
25 Ibid., 157-8. As this study proc'eeds, it is hoped that 
it will become clear that Bishop Grosseteste, though a 
reformer of monastic establJsbments, was nonetheless the 
benefactor and protector of the monks. 
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contemporaries made Grosseteste the person of prime importance 
• 
in inducing his brother bishops to visit their bishoprics, 
the facts indicate that there were a number of other contri-
buting factors. 
In the first place, there vere ~ episco-
pal visitations before Grosseteste .'s time. 
Secondly, whatever the imponderable in-
fluence of the friars after their arrival 
in England in the third decade of the cen-
tury, Pop~ Gregory Ix had given a d~finite 
order in 1252, and that order was responded 
. to. Thirdly, this wa~ followed up in 1237 
by the Council of London, which had a new 
code of Benedictine rules to enforce. Fi-
nally, we shouldr~member that not only the 
friars were setting an example to the secu-
lar prelates of their day in the work of 
visitation; the Cistercian and Premonstra-
tention Orders had long maintained their 
systems, and since the Fourth Lateran 
Council the unreformed Benedictines and 
the Augustinian canons hadbeEmsupposed 
to hold chapter and visitations trienni-
ally.26 
Besides indicating that other forces were at work urging vi-
Sitation, these precedents show that the bishop of Lincoln 
was only doing his duty in visiting the monasteries of his 
diocese. But it should be remarked that ·it frequently re-
quires not a little courage to do even one's duty if tradi-
tion has allowed that duty to fall into desuetude. 
In attempting to examine the mind. of Robert Grosse-
26 C. R. Cheney, EPiScogH Visitation of Monasteries in- the 
Th1rteenthCentury, anchester University Press,l93l-;-35. 
The order of Gregory IX referred to is a lette.r that he 
wrote to the · archbishop and suffragans of Canterbury com-
manding them to visit the religious houses in their dio-
ceses and promising to back up their work with his authority 
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teste on the monastic ideal and what he thought the monk 
4 ' 
should be, we have another important source of information. 
This document is the "Articles of inquiry in religious houses" 
which we find ,in the Burton Annals.27 It does not seem pos- ' 
sible to prove with certitude that these are the actual ques-
tions asked by Bishop Groaseteste in his visitations, but the 
evidence indicates with a high degree of probability that, 
if they are not verbatlia hiS, at least they do reflect his 
mind on the matter. 
The bishop of Coventry and Lichfield, who had been 
dean of Lincoln, made a visitation bf his diocese in 1253. 
According to the Burton annalist, the bishop was led to make 
thi,s visitation by the example of Robert Grosseteste '. Since 
these articles were most likely used by the bishop of Coventry 
and Lichfield, he probably got them from Bishop Robert. 
There seems no certain proof that they 
are episcopal articles. Other visitors 
might inquire on all the same subjects. 
Nevertheless, the question fran fecerint 
conspirationem contra adventum episcopi" 
suggests that a bishop framed the articles. 
Moreover, they occur in a chroncilewhich 
contains a set of bishop's articles for 
inquiry in parishes; if the latter are to 
be ascribed to Grosseteste, the article28 for monasteries may have been his also. 
Since these articles are so comprehensive, since such compre-
27 H. R. Luard, ,Annales Monastic! (Rolls Series), Longmans & 
Green, London, 1864, I, 484-6 
28 Cheney, 72, n.B 
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hensiveness may be one of the reasons for calling a visitation 
.' 
strict, and since Grosseteste's are about the only episcopal 
f 
visitations we hear of from 1235-1250, it seems most probable 
that theseQ.uestions represent his views on the subject. 
Assuming them that these articles represent the line 
of questioning which Bishop Grosseteste would undertake when 
visiting a monastery, it will be instructive to compare these 
questions with the Rule of st. Benedict, vhich we remember 
the bishop insisted that the monks ·observe , stric1;ly, with the 
articles in Matthew Paris which the abbots of England agreed 
on London under the presidency of Cardinal otho in 1237,29 
and also wi.th the points that the General chapters of 121930 
and. 124931 instructed the order visitors, to inquir, about. 
The fifty-seven numbers in the bishop's scheme of 
inq uiry cover rather thoroughly the points which would deter- . 
mine the fever or laxity of a community. S~ty-one percent 
of the questions touch directly on the religious life of a 
convent while 22.8% treat of the good management of the mona-
stery and its possessions and seven percent treat of hospi-
29 H. R. Luard (ed), Chronica Majora (Rolls Series), Longmans 
& Green, London, 1872-83, VIII,49~-503 
30 William Abel Pantin, Do~uments Illustrati~ the Activities 
of the General and ProvincialCnapters of heErlglishBlack 
Monks: 1215-1540, ' (ed. for the Royal Historical Society--
Camden ~Series, Vol. 45), London, Offices of the Society, 
1931, I, 7-14 ' 
31 Ibid., 39-44 
" tality. 
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Considering some of the big divisions into which the 
inquiries fall we may note that 24% of the questions deal with 
poverty, 15.!% with obedience and 10.6% with meals while only 
3.5% inquire about the observance of silence as well as 
chastity. From the ratio of points which deal with the good 
management of monastic possessions and with the subject of 
poverty, it is clear that the 'monasteries had numerous pos-
sessions but that nevertheless a serious effort was being made 
to keep the individual monks true to their religious calling 
in the observance of the evangelical counsel of personal 
poverty. The fact that according to one division nearly 40% 
of the ~uestions pertain to poverty and obedience and accord-
ing to another 61% are directly concerned with the religious 
life as against 24' for the good management of temporal af-
fairs indicates that the emphasis was still on the religious 
life. 
~ith the more important emphases of the inquiry de-
termined, it is possible to proceed to an evaluation of these 
questions in terms of the rule of St. Benedict and the various 
statuta that the Benedictines enacted for the guidance of their 
own visitors. In comparing these Benedictine documents with 
the Grosseteste questions, it is found that 77% of the question 
have a factual,basis in either the rules or the statuta of the 
General Chapters. This means that only thirteen questions out 
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of fifty-seven can not be found ~plicity mentioned in the 
• Benedictine documents. Six of these questions come under the 
heading of good management while of the remaining questions, 
two have to do with common life in the cloister, two warn 
against private conversations with women, and one asks about 
their attitude towards women. 
There is almost a strange symmetry in the equal 
ratios of verifications of the articles found ~ the Rule of 
st. Benedict 8.,.'1d the statuta of the General Chapters. In each 
case, eleven articles or 19.3% are corroborated by the rules 
only and another eleven by the statuta alone. The rules sub-
stantiate thirty-three articles (58%) all together, as do the 
statuta and of these thirty-three verifications by each set 
of documents twenty-two (38.6%) are in common. 
The first conclusion that we can draw from the fact . 
that these articles can be substantiated in so many details 
by Benedictine documents is that ~obert Grosseteste was fami-
liar with the Benedictine ideal ~d that he wanted the monks 
in his diocese to attain it. In addition, it can be said that, 
at least in the matter asked in the visitat i on,the bishop was 
not overly severe. Ve may consider the 13ishop's questions 
severe only on condition that we are prepared to call st. Bene-
dict and the .statuta of the General Chapters severe ; 
CHAPTBR III 
.., 
GROSSETE:3TE'S CONTACTS 1-lITH THE HONLSTERIES 
In February, 1235, Hugh of Wells, bishop of Lincoln 
since the time of King John, died. The election of a succes-
sor proved to be a difficult task because of the factions in 
the chapter. But the canons finally agreed to the election 
of Robert Grosseteste. The chron1cler of st. Albans, in his 
mention of Robert as bishop of Lincoln, remarks that the con-
sensus of opinion was that the new bishop was under the domi-
nation of the Franciscans, that, though of lowly origin he 'was 
veIl educated, had a mind and will of his own, and trusted his 
own prudence. l In this introduction to Robert Grosseteste, 
Iv1atthew Paris tries to set d01-ffi the bishop as rather headstrong 
The consecration of the new bishop of Lincoln took 
place at Reading on the insistence of BI. Edmund who was the 
recently inst8.lled archbishop of Canterbury. The usual place 
of consecration for the suffragans of England's primatial see 
was in the capitular convent church in Canterbury accoraing to 
a privilege granted the monastic chapter by st. Thomas. Later 
in the ye2..r, the monl{s obte.ined an indult to the effect "that 
their right to have all bishops of the province consecrated 
in their church shall not be prejudiced by their ~aving per-
1 H. R. Luard (ed), Historia Anglorum (Rolls Series), Longmans 
& Green, London, 1866-69, II, 376 
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roitted Archbishop E. to consecrate the bishop of Lincoln at 
Reading. ,,2 It seems that Edmund was bent on nullifying this 
monastic privilege although Grosseteste affirms, and this af-
ter a conference with the chapter itself, that he had no ob-
, jection to being consecrated at Christ Church. S 
Reading, in Berkshire, which Edmund chose, had al-
ready had dealings with Grosseteste. In 1231, as rector of 
st. Margaret.s which was under the patronage of this monastery, 
Robert had disagreed with Adam of Laterbury about som~ of the 
revenues claimed by the abbot and convent. Robert wrote to 
the monastery and suggested that they have their representa-
tives meet to settle the case as amicably as possible. 4 
1239 is the fateful year in which the bishop and 
chapter of Lincoln began their dispute over the bishop's right 
to visit the. chapter. The details of their conflict are by-
yond the scope of our study, but a glance at some of its de-
velopments will help to clarify the relations of Robert and 
the religious of the Lincoln diocese. Matthew Paris is of 
the opinion that the importance of the dispute was exaggerated 
2 W. H. Bliss, C. Johnson & J .• ,A. "Twemlow, Calendar of Entries 
in~ Papal Registers Relatilli to Great Britain and Ire-
land. Papal Letters, ' London, ,19!; I, 149 
-3 Abbot (F. A.) Gasquet, !enrl the Third and the Church, 
G. Bell and sons, Ltd., on on-;-IelO, 145-6 -
4 H. Luard (ad), Epistolae " Roberti Grosseteste (Rolls Series), 
Longmans &: Green, London, 1861, -I 4 
bY both contestants. 5 In his introductory remarks about this 
• 
case, he says: "Lincolniensis quoque episcopus religiosorum 
sua diocese factus est malleus et immanis persecutor. n6 In 
order to have made his conclusion more certain, this pioneer 
historian should have strengthened his generalization by the 
citation of individual cases. The dispute started about the 
beginning of 1239 for we find the following statement in Bliss. 
dated January 23. nLi~cence to the same Bp. of Lincoln to ex-
ercise his office in regard to the visitation of the chapter 
of Lincoln, which has hitherto not been visited by himself or 
any other, without paying attention~vexatious appeals. n7 How-
ever, these "vexatious appeals" did manage to ward off the 
bishop's visitation for six years. 
. 
Under the year, 1241, Matthew again alludes to the 
conflict between the bishop and his chapter. "The bishop 
• • • set afoot against these canons the important question 
of the visitation and the reproving and correcting of their 
e;JCcesses."a By the fall of 1244, .the difficUlties between 
Grosseteste and his cathedral chapter had become so great 
that he decided to consult the Ho~y Father himself. Paris in-
forms US of the bishop's departure,9 adding that soon after-
6 H. R. Luard (ed), Chronica Mai2ra .(Ro11s Series), Longmans & 
Green, London, 1872-85, III, . a 
7 BliSS, I, 179 
8 Hist. ~., II, 419 
9 Ibid.J~; Chron. Raj., IV, 390-1 
rr ~ 
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.wards the dean, Roger deVeseham, a1so went to Lyons· to defend 
.. 
the action of the canons. 
Finally on August 25, 1245 in Lyons, the official 
notification was issued of Grosseteste's victory over his 
chapter. Bliss summarizes it as follows: 
Notification to the bishop of Lincoln 
of the definitive sentence that the 
pope had pronounced that he is to be 
admitted j;o ilisit frhe ·dtean and chapter, 
canons, clerks choral, and ministers, 
the vicars of the churches of the chap-
lain, and their parishioners; and to 
correct abuses. The canons, however, 
are not bound to take an oath of 
obedience.10 
This outcome, felicitous ' for Robert', although it does not di-
rectly concern the religious of his diocese, nevertheless 
does strengthen his position when he is dealing 'With them, for 
the chapter had claimed exemption from episcopal visitation, 
which the religious did not, and it had been made to submit. 
Obviously, the monl~s,canons and nuns would be cautious in 
resisting the victoriou~ bishop. 
After the fight between Grosseteste and his chapter 
was settled, R cger, the dean at Lincoln, was made bish<?p of 
Coventry and Lichfield where he stepped into a strange situa-
tion. As two factions, the canons of Lichfield, and the monks 
of Coventry, had each elected a bishop, the pope wrote to the 
10 Bliss, I, 219 
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prior and convent of ,Coventry saying, "that as the first died 
and the second resigned, and the pope has promoted R. Dean of 
Lincoln to the said see, they are to admit and pay obedience 
to the said ,bishop."ll 
In an evaluation of the re,lations of Robert Grosse-
teste and the monks, especially in 'regard to the bishop's vi-
sitorial activities, it must be remembered that Gregory IX 
had ordered the English bishops in 1232 "to visit; correct 
and reform the clergy, regular and secular, in their diocesespl 
A year or so later, however, the monks of Coventry would not 
admit their bishop and even urged several judicial suits 
against him in order to avoid the visitation. The case went 
ag ainst the monks, and on January 8, l236, the pope ordered 
"the bishop, the treasurer, and ,chancellor of Lincoln" to see 
that the monks allowed "the bishop with religious persons 
to visit them.,,13 
It would seem that this order had an immediate effect 
upon the monastic policy of Grosseteste, for evidence points 
to the fact that it was just about this time that he U'l1der-
took the vigorous visitation which aroused so much hostility. 
The action of Gregory in supporting the bishop of Coventry 
inspired Grosseteste with confidence; he felt, no doubt, that 
11 Ibid., 218 
12 Chron.. J:1l!1., I II, 234 
13 Bliss, I, 150 
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his regulations also, if questioned, yould be. backed by papal 
power.14 
4 " 
In considering the bishop's contacts with the reli-
gious in his diocese, we will follow a topical, rathan than 
a chronological, scheme. puring his vi"sitations, Robert 
... Grossetes te removedAforced a number of superiors to resign 
while others voluntarily laid down the duties of office. .A:f-: 
ter a house had lost its superior either by resignation or 
death, it was necessary to, obtain the bishop's approval of 
an official-elect before he could take office. Although Ro-
bert approved the great majority of thos"e presented to him, 
there were some whom he rejected olltright, while in other cases, 
it was necessary to regularize a canonical defect in the elec-
tion proceedings. 
The first evidence of the completeness of the bis- -, 
hop's visitation comes from the Dunstable Chronicle which in-
forms us that Robert of Lincoln made an episcopal visitation 
in 1236.15 At each of the monasteries, if the bishop followed 
the same pattern he did t~o years later, he convoked a general 
chapter, preached a sermon, and at his departure promulgated 
regulations for the better discipline of the house. 16 The 
-- 14 ;rbid., 152 
15 H. R.L'Ua.rd, J\nnales Monasfici (Rolls Series), Longmans & 
Green, London, 1864, III~ ", 4.3-4 
16 ~., 147 
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elderly Prior Richard who wrote the ohronicle at Dunstable 
.. 
states that the bishop removed seven abbots and four priors. 
This series of visitations most likely began in January, 1256 
since Riohard attributes the remova.l of the abbots and priors 
to tha~ear, and since in four of these oases the bishop's re-
gister states that the new superiors were chosen in the first 
year of Grosseteste's episcopate, which came to a close in 
February of that yeax. 
strange as it may seem, when we consider all that 
Matthew Paris says against Grosseteste, Robert had more oon-
tacts with the Austin Canons than with the Benediotines. And 
all but orie of the eleven Austin superiors removed from office 
during Robert's administration, were removed in 1236. 
In the case of st. Frideswide, there is the state-
ment of the bishop's register that the prior., E., a Scot, was . 
removed by episc opal order. 1 7 E., however, was not a man to 
take his deposition without a fight, for we find that on June 
22, 1237 the legate otho was ordered by the pop~ 
to armul the sentence g:j..ven <_by the prior 
of Bolton and his fellQtr jUdges a-
gainst the bishop of Llncolri, who 
had removed the prior of st. Frides-
wide's, aocused of inoontinence, the 
bishop being condemned in,costs of 
140 marks •••• 18 
17 Davis, F. N. (ed),Rotuli Rober~lLinColnj;ensi§, Lincoln 
Record Sao • XI, 1914, 446 <, 
18 Bliss, I, 163 
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f' At the otherJAastin houses, much less is known about the rea-r . . 
.. 
sons for deposing the superiors. Richard of Dunstable says 
that the abbots of Leicester, OWston, Thorton, Notle~, Bourne, 
'Dorchester and Missenden, as well as the priors of ColdNorton, 
Bradwell and Launde, were removed from office. 19 Bradwell, 
however, was a Benedictine establishment. At Leicester and 
owston, we find a formula that will reappear many times in the 
bishop's register, "~ancantis per resignationem. n20 Abbot 
Martin of Missenden was induced to resign; "whether for mal-
administration or for more serious faults does not appear, 
but indeed the house seems, from the first to last to have been 
singularly unfortunate in its abbots. ,,21 Around the beginning 
of August, 1249, Robert made a visitation at Caldwell where 
Prior Eudo was "accused of many things by his brethern and. 
others." Eudo, however, did not wish to face the bishop's 
wrath; so taking the advice of some visiting priors, he re-
signed, and a few days later joined the Cistercians who wer~ 
eX,empt from episcopal control. aa , 
Ther~ are two other cases of the flight of religious 
because they feared the bishop, and both canons lived at Dun-
stable before their flights. In 1240, Walter de Gledallefled 
19 Annales Mona'stici, III, 143-4 
20 Davis, 385; 388 
21 William Page (ed), TheVictor~His~ory of thecountf of 
J3U,ckingham, A ConstaDre &; Co. ,td.;,London,!905-~7, ,-'3'72 
22 Arulales MGIJ.as,tici, III, 179 ' 
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to the Cistercian conlynuni ty at itloburn Ilbecause the bishop of 
Lincoln, V"isi ting us, wrested from ec,ch an oath. ,,23 When the 
bishop made his visitc:.tion of Dunste_ble on the fec:.st of st. 
JC3.mes the Apostle, Ju~y 25, 1249, Henry of Bilenda was de-
nounced to him. Roor Henry could find no one to s~;rear to his 
innocence. Afraid therefore of what the bishop might do to 
him, he fled Dunstable on the, following Saturdc~y at dawn, and 
on the fe2~st of the Nativity of the Blessed Virgin joined the 
Cistercians .24 
Bishop Grosseteste was instrumental in removing two 
Benedictine abbots from office. The first was the abbot of 
, \ 
BE',rdney. The B2.rdney cause celebre began in 1243 during the 
bishop's ninth year. ·-5 26 Since Stevenson, iG as well as Creighton, 
has treated this affair quite thoroughly, it will be sufficient 
here nerely to ino.icci.te the various phases of this struggle 
between Robert Grosseteste and lATalter de Beningworth. 'When 
the abbot refused to settle a debt he owed a cleric of the 
Lincoln Cliocese, he was cited before the archdeacon, but failed 
to appear. Finally, the bishop entered the case and when the 
abbot would not heed the co:mmands of his orciine.ry, the bishop 
exco~~unicated him and deposed him from his office. The Can-
23 Ibid .. , 152 
24 Ibid., 178 
25 F. S. stevenson, Robert Grosseteste, Macmillan, London, 
1899, 155-59 
26 Nandell Creighton, Hist~riCat &lct~s ~ Addresses, Long-
~s, Green, & Co., Lon on, 9, -35 
~terbury monks vho claimed archlepiscopal authority sede. V4c:te 
4 ' 
answered Walter's appeal by excommunicating the bishop of Lin-
coln. The dispute had rea.ched such proportions by this time 
that it required the intervention of the newly elected Innocent 
IV to restore som~ semblance of order. But neither side was 
happy abou$is decision: Gros.seteste, because the pope, in 
lifting the ban of excommunication against him, had failed to 
decide whether or not the monks of Christchurch possessed archi 
episcopal powers sede vacantej the monks, because 'Walter's 
suspension from office remained in force. One outcome of this 
dispute was e.n "Indult to the bishop of Lincoln that no one 
shall issue against him sentence of suspension or eXcommunica- " 
tion, or against his chapel sentence of interdict, without 
special ' licence from 'the pope.n27 
In 1249, Robert Grosseteste extended his visitor"ial 
activities to Peterborough where there was trouble between 
, 
the abbot and co~vent.28 The monks were hostile to the abbot 
. 
William de Hotot, because he was not giving the proper care 
to the monastery, irJ}3.dd1tion to depleting its, revenues by en-
riching his relatives. The monks had brought the case to the 
" . 
notice of Bishop Grosseteste. As the charges against the 
-abbot could be substantiated, William took the wise course of 
27 Bliss, r, 209 
28 William Dugdale, Monasticon A nglicanum .(ed. by John Caley, 
Henry ElliS, and BUlkeley Bandine ), London, 1846, I, 356; 
Davis, 244; Chron. Maj., V, 84-5 . 
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resigning before the bishop took the canonic&l steps tow~rd 
~ 
removing him :from o:ffice. 
The actions of Abbess Flandrina of Godstow invited 
inquiry in 1,;;'47. After an investigc,tion by two o:ff'ici2.1s ap-
pointed by Robert Grossett;ste, this abbess of Godstow was 
. furm(111y deposed bece.use of her IIcupable acti vi ties. ,,29 Since 
Ralph de Paceio, prior of Hinkley, a cell of the Benedictine 
m.onastery of Lyra in Normandy, handed in his resigns.tion to 
the c;.rchbishop of York, it is quite )robb.ble that for some 
reason or other he did not want to fa~ Hrosseteste. 30 Con-
sequently, 'Yle ID2Y attribute R2~lph's reSignc.ction to Robert's 
influence. 
Our survey ShOrTS tha.t Grosseteste was responsible 
for the removal or resignation of sixteen superiors during 
the eighteen CLnd a half years th&t he was bishop of Lincoln. 
Eleven of these superiors were removed in lS36. In the case 
of the prior of St. FridesTdide, we lc'1oW that the cause of his 
deposition was incontinence, while Grosseteste said that the 
prior of Kyme was removed bec(~use he was unsatisfactory. 31 
In ec~ch c2,se, it W2.S to the FLdv2cntage o:f the religious to ha.ve 
unfit men removed from office. .lU1.cl. at Bardney, we cc~n hardly 
Robert for removing Beningworth because of insubor'.:Una-
29 Davis, 491 
30 Annales l,fonastici, III, 179 
31 ~istola~, # 31 
~. tion. 50 The narrative for 1249 shows that G~osseteste caused 
• { 
the resignation of the abbot of Peterborough and the prior of 
Caldwell, but in considering thesetvo Situation, it is of 
importance to note. that in both cases, it was not Bishop Ro-
bert who initiated the proceedings; in each instance, he was 
assisting the members of the community against a person in 
whom they no longer had confidence because of that superior's 
questionable activities. Consequently, rather than characte-
ri~e the bishop's action as over sever, it would be closer to 
the truth to sait that he maintained a careful vigilance in 
the true interests of the religious of his diocese. 
During Bishop Grosseteste's administration, there 
were sevepteen resignations in addition to the ones that have 
already been mentioned. There can be no doubt that four of 
these were voluntary: the abbot of Eynsham;32 and the priors 
of Covenham,35 Weedon Pickney34 and St. Andrew, Northampton, 
who reSigned to become prior of Longus Pons. 55 For the Bene-
dictine prior of st. Leonard, Stamford,36 for the Austin 
abbots of Missenden,37 st. James, . North~pton,38 and Osney,39 
and the priors of Torksey,40 Breedon,41 and Kyme,42 for the 
priors of the alien houses of Hinkley,43 Wi1sford,44 st • 
. . 
32 Cart. of Eynsham, xxi 
33 Dav~s,~6 
34 g .. , 175-6 35 . ., 223 
.56 I id.,66 
37 Ibid.;, 355 
38 Ibid., 202 
59 Ibid. , 
40 1,6].d., 
~W:; 
43 Ibid., 
44 Ibld., 
496 
138 
424-5 119 
423 
96 
n , 51 Neot45 and Vilsford46 a second time, for the abbess of Elstow47 .. 
and the prioress of Markyate,48 the bishop's register simply 
states that they resigned; nor ~s there any other evidence to 
indicate that ehe reslgnatio:p.s were not voluntary. 
. Having considered removal from office and resigna-
tions, let us turn our attention to the candidates for office 
presented to the bishop of Lincoln. The first group to be 
considered will be those whom the bishop refused to admit to 
office, only nine in the eighteen years of his administration. 
It is ' most likely that, while Grosseteste was on 
the continent in 1243, the unbelievable episode of the Cald-
well Priory election took place, so that the approval or re-
jection of those presented for ecclesiastical office during 
this time was left in the hand of RGbert Marsh who was of one 
mind with the bishop in demanding that candidates be compatent 
tqtulfill the duties attached to the offices to which they 
were elected. During the Fourth Lateran Council this canon 
had been enacted: 
There is nothing about whiCh the church 
is more concerned than that unworthy 
prelates should have theoare of souls 
Wishing, therefore, to apply a neces-
sary remedy to this disease, we sanction 
45 Ibid., 295 
46 "IOId., 118-9 
47 I'6I(I. " 336 
48 . Ibid., . ~12 
~. ; rl by an unalterable constitution that, 
whenever someone is selected for the 
care of souls, he to whom the confirm-
ation pertains should carefully examine 
both the election and the elected so 
that, when everything has been duly ac-
complished, he may take upon himself 
the task of confirmation, because, if 
it has in any way been unwisely con-
summated, not only will the unworthy 
reCipient be removed from office, but 
the unwor4§y sanctioner will also be 
, 
punished. . . 
1iith this ecumenical pronouncement in mind, let us consider 
the canons' choice at Caldwell. When Robert Marsh examined 
the election and the elected" he ' records that because of · per- , 
sonal defects in Brother Thomas de Kerdinton, such as poor vi-
, sion, a paralitic Sickness, o;Ld age and lack of learning, he 
quashed the election. 50 The canons of Caldwell" showed very 
poor judgment in choosing a man so obviously unfitted for the 
, office of prior. It m-ight even be inferred that, by selecting 
such an incapable official, they hoped to be under a regime 
which would enable them to disregard their religious obligations 
They were following the line of le~s. resistance which shows 
how imperative it was for Bishop Grosseteste and his officials 
to be vigilant at all times in the interest of the church as 
well as the ~ interest of the religious themselves. 
Two other Austin houses~ besides Caldwell~ were 
49 John D. ManSi, Sacrorum Conciliorum Nova et Junpliss1ma Col-
lectio, a. Welter, Paris &; LeI~Ig, ~,-xrII, 1014 
50 Davis, 325 
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denied the men they chose as superiors. At Cold Norton, the 
<01 bishop would not accept the canons I selection of l?illiam de 
Berton in 1236 because the election was defective, and he ap-
pointed Walter de wilton who was the assistant cellarer at 
Dunstable. 51 He was the second religious frora Dunstable to be 
selected for office in another house within a few weeks, for 
Grosseteste had confirmed as prior of st. Frideswide, William 
of Gloucester, recently the cellarer of Dunst~ble.52 Not only 
did Notleyls A bbot~John resign at the bishop's wish, but wal-
ter de Augens, the canons' choice for the vacant office was 
rejected, and Henry de Sancta Fide, the prior, was named abbot 
by the bishop.53 The Benedictine monastery of Croyland re-
ceived Richard, the cellarer of Bardney, in 1236 after the 
bishop rejected their choice, Halter of Keston. 54 And a few 
years later, the bishop que.shed the election which had been 
held at the hospital of Brackley.55 
Among the nuns, Bishop Grosseteste rejected four of 
the Sisters presented to him. At HeYl1.i:c.gs in 1836, it was 
necessary for the bishop to designate one of the two candidE.tes 
which the cornnunity had chosen. 56 There must have been several 
5~ Ibid., 
51.:.~., 
53 l£is!., 
54 Ibid., 
55 lli£., 
56'Ibid 
--, 
447 
446 
343 
11 
179-180 
137 
rr 
r 
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factiens in this heuse because~ a few later in 1240, Rebert 
• 
quashed the electien, and after censulting "prudent men," he 
appeinted Alice de Balive ,Of Linceln, ,One ,Of the nuns ,Of the 
cemmunity en May 25 at Stewe Park. 57 There is a deuble entry 
in Gresseteste's register fer the institutien ,Of Celestria, 
prieress ,Of Ankerwyke. It s~ems more probable that she became 
prieress in 1237 rather than a year later, for it is easier 
to repeat an entry than te anticipate ,One by a year. Upon the 
death ,Of Celestria's predecesser, the bishop did not approve 
the nuns' selection of Christine of London, and since he had 
ether reas'ons besides its violatien ,Of the Lateran n'orms for 
quashing the election, he gave the nuns Celestria. 58 
J 
In 1247, 
I 
the bishep appeinted the sub-prieressSibyl, pri'oress ,Of st. 
Michael, Stamford, after rejecting Auricia, the sister ch,Osen 
by the conv'ent. 59 
In each ,Of the nine cases just cited, the bishep re-
jected the n'ominee presented te him because the religious had 
violated the can'ons ,Of the Lateran C'ouncil. At Caldwell, the 
can'ons' cheice was manifestly unfit and at Brackley Hespital 
alse the pers'on ch'osen was net fit f'or the 'office. With these 
facts in mind, it is difficult t,O see that the bishep was 
severe t'owardsthe religieus ,Of his di'ocese by rejecting such 
57 Ibid., 144-5 
58 Ibid., 345; 346 
59 Ibid., 104 
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presentees. 
In other cases, although the bishop quashed the elec-
tion, he would appoint the person whom t ,he religious wanted. 
Frequently the register states that, because an election was 
defective, the appointment of a superior devolved on the bis-
hop according to the norms of the Lateran council. 
In Oxfordshire, Gilbert de Gloucester, the cellarer, 
succeeded John de Dovor as abbot of Eynsham. John "was abbot 
on March 13, 1241, but six weeks later his successor was in 
office; whether he had resigned or died, we do not }mow.,,60 
At any rate, the monks asked Grosseteste as patron for permis-
sion to elect a new abbot and Robert granted the request. An 
examination of ~he election, however, showed that "the sacred 
canons had been violated." Although the bishop thereupon 
quahsed the ele'ction, on the advice of those who were skilled 
in the law, he appointed Gilbert by his episcopal authority 
and gave the new abbot his benediction. 61 At another Benedic-
tine house, Bradwell Priory, the bishop had to declare an 
election void, but appointed the man whom the monks had chosen~ 
In five Austin houses, owston,63 Kyme,64 st. James, 
60 Cart. of Eynsham, xxi 
61 Davis, 468-9 
62 Ibid., 344 
63 ~., 388 
64 1Pl4., . 11 
. 
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No.rthampton,65 New-stead,66 and Vymo.ndley,67 Grosseteste quashed. 
.. 
the elections because the canons had violated the norms esta-
bllshed by the Fo.urth Lateran Council. But because they bad 
comm tted a teohnical blunder only, Ro.bert designated the men 
they had chosen superiors. In the" case of Wymondley, Mart-in, 
the canons' cho.ice, had to. be legitimatized before he could 
become prior. 
Among the nlms, the number of these defective elec-
tions was high. The reason for this'most likely is their 
little acquaintance with cano.n law so. that ignorance, rather 
than malice, acco.unts for their co.nstant violatio.n o.f the 
election no.rms. At Elstew, the register states that the elec-
tien was quashed because it was defective and not because Al-
breda lacked the qualificatiens necessary fer effice. 68 Be-
sides Go.dsto.w, seven o.ther nunneries vio.lated the sacred cano.ns 
in the pro.cess o.f electing superio.resses. In each case, Gro.sse 
teste appeinted the nun chosen. 69 
These sixteen cases sho.W that Ro.bert o.f Lincoln was 
net a man to. o.bserve enly the letter ef the law; he knew its 
spirit also.. Hence in all these instances, we find him g~ving 
65 Ibid., ,205 
66 Ibid., 88 . 
67 Ibid., 261 
68 lbid. ,336 
69 Ibid., 471 fer Go.dstew; 32-33 fo.r st. Michaelis, Stami'o.rd; 
'721.'o.r Stairifield; 74. fer Stixwould; 222 fer Catesby; 88 
fer Legbeurne; 234 fo.r S:weardsley; III fer Stixwo.uld. 
r 
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the religious the person whom they wc~.nted when that per.son is 
fit.but barred from office by a teclLnicality alone. In view 
of such vtis(lom, it would &hi::r,ily be correct to characterize 
such a Hl.[;;.n as over strict c.nd stern. 
Of the hundred superior~ who took office during 
Grosseteste's e.dministr.s.tion, seventy-five were approved upon 
. 
their presents.tion to the bishop. Of the twenty-five elec-
tions 1-tll:Lch the bishop c~uashed, we hEcve already noted that, 
in the e11(l, he appointed sixteen of the superiors presented 
to him. 
The details of the appointment of the Cluniac monl\:, 
Arnulf, &s prior of st. P,ndrew' s, NorthcI1pton on October 7, 
l2~O, are the fullest thc.t 'lie find in Grosseteste' s register. 70 
While the bishop was in the tentario at the church Kenten at 
the third hour (tertia hora), Arnulf presented him with the 
letter from William, prior de Caritate, appointing him to the 
vacant priorship at st. Andrew's. Grosseteste immedi.s.tely 
checlced back in the register of Hugh II for the appointment of 
Thome.s de Longervill who hE~d just died and whom Arnulf lias to 
succeed. All the principals in the two cases differ. The for-
mer prior de C&.ri ta te was S.; Hugh- of \,Jells, the bi shop of 
Lincoln, has been dead for six years; 8.nd Thomas is just re-
cently decec:.sed. At first glance, the two documents entered 
70 Ibid., 200-201 
r 
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in Robert's register seem to be very much alike. But the 
"" phrase, ftFormaque li tere.rulU presentationis ipsius Thome cum 
li tteris predicti fratris ~\rnulfi ut videb8.tur non convenien-
te .•• ff , which follows the second letter invites a more detailed 
stu~y of these two letters. The point of greatest divergence 
appears to be in these parallel passages: 
Th omam ••• Radulpho ••• 
in priorem providimus 
substituenQum •••• 
Arnulfum ••• eidem 
perfecimus in 
priorem •••• 
In the first cC1se, S., prior Ci.e C&ri t2.te, seems only to be 
suggesting to the bishop thci.t Thomas be substituted for Ralph, 
while in the second C[-ise IJilli.s.m SE.Ys, " ••• lie place Arnulf 
as prior in chc;.rge of this priory •• •• If Such is the "forma 
••• non conveniente •••• l! That this is the point in question 
we lec~rn from the worcLs of A rnulf hinself 1·rho seems to think 
that liillia.m has overstepped his power and so he tells the 
bishop whc,t he believes to be the extent of this letter. 
Fr2.ter Arnulf solemnly 2cvered that by 
the authority of these letters sent by 
Frater William, prior de Caritate, to 
the lord bishop on his behalf that he was 
by no me&l1S ipso fc..cto the prior, but he 
believed th~::.t through these letters he 
was only presented to the bishop whose 
fe.vor he imrneuic:.tely sought; finCi.lly 
the lord bishop "Vii th this protesta.tion 
admitted Arnulf to the s2.id priora.te ",nd 
canonici::~lly illE.Ci.e him prior there by the 
Book by entrusting to him the Cic'.re of 
things spiritual and tempore.l end of things 
interior as well as exterior •••• But 
this S2.me A rnulf, here all',i now, touching 
the holy books, swore cco.nonice.l obedience 
to the said bishop, his successors and 
offici.s.ls. 
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It seems th2.t Grosseteste 'YJ8.S intent on mE.intaining the rights 
of his epfscopal office. In ffthe gre2.test of centuries," 
custom counted for mu~, so th2.t when Robert re2.d in Hugh's 
register thc.t the last time a prior de Cccri tGcte hco.d presented 
a prior for st. P.ndre'l-i' s, he hEJl left the bishop completely 
free in the mBtter, while in the present ccse , although 1Hl-
liam aclmo1-11edged the bishop!s &uthority, the Itprefecimus in 
prioremll declared tllr..t Arnulf was e.lready the prior and that 
the bishop's consent hCod to follow, he deemed it necessary 
to keep the records straight by having Arnulf dec18.re th2.t 
his appointment depended on the bishop's approval. 
King Henry III ,\.,rB.S not ha.p>y about the action of 
the Peterborough monks in forcing the resign2.tion of William 
de Hotot in 1249 with Robert Grosseteste's help. So willy, 
nilly, in order to escape his WT2.th, they consented to elect 
John de Cauz, the king's c2.ndid&te, who at the time of his 
approve.l by Grosseteste wc~s prior of st. Swithl.m, winchester. 71 
Robert also approved Benedictine elections at Peterborough, 
Croyland and elsewhere. 72 
In addition to the nominees of Bourne, Torksey and 
71 Ibid., 244; Hist. lmgl., III, 311; ehron. Naj., V, 84-85 
72 Davis, 225 for Peterborough; 105 for Croyland; 225 for Hert-
ford; 309 for Beaulieu; 459 for Eynsham; 65 for Bardney; 
66 for st. Leon&.rd' s, Stamford; and 381 for 
Snelshall. 
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Wymondley whom the bishop absolved from obedience to other 
., r13 houses, he approved twenty-three other Austin supeiors. 
During his aclrninistr6.tion, Robert approve:.:. the preseIJ.tE!.tions 
of sixteen abbesses and prioresses,74 as well as sixteen 
~ 
superiors for the alien pri:;ries, 75 most of wh:i.ch were Bene-
dictine est2.blishments·. Two me.sters were approved for hos-
pitals,76 a prior for Castle 'Hymal,77 and a prior for st. 
P.ndrew's when Arnulf resigned to becoI';1e superior of Longus 
pons. 78 
At Bittlesden Abbey, a Cistercian foundation, 
Henry Mallore was elected abbot on Palm Sunday, 1241, and 
received his benediction as abbot from the hands of Bishop 
73 Ibid., 101 for Bourne; 153 for Torksey; 292 for Wymondley; 
446 for st. FrideSlvide's; 447 for Osney; 385 for Lei-
cester; 11 for Bourne; 138 for Ivlissenden; 343 for Tork-
sey; 171 for St. James; 256 for Huntingdon; 355 for 
lIlissenden; 462 for Bicester, 53 for Nocton; 319 for 
Dunstable; 415 for owston; 424 for Breedon; 369 for 
Chetwood; 429 for Leicester; 494 for St. Fridewide's; 
496 for Osney; 336 for Cald"¥Tell; 119 for Kyme; 246 
for Brooke; 381 for Hatley; 214 for Brooke; 477 for 
l'Jroxton. 
74 Ibid., 393 for Longley; 11 for Stainfield; 11 for Stix-
would; 137 for Fosse, 344 for Harlow; 372 for Harkyate; 318 
for Elstow; 369 for JI.nkerwyke; 221 for 1-Jorthorp; 289 for 
chingbrooke; 325 for Harrold; 491 for Godstow; 122 for 
field; 381 for P..nlrervyke; 420 for Gracedieu; 499 for studley. 
75 ~., 392 for Hinkley; 16 for Covenham; 454 for Coggs; 175 
for Weedon Pinckney; 46 for lfilsford; 66 for vleedon Pinck-
ney; 6;;:; for 1ITenghate; 4~3 for Hinkley; 489 for Ninister 
Lovell; 96 for '1Hlsford; III for Hinting; 295 for st. Neat; 
494 for Coggs; 118 for 1-1ilsford; and 501 for Coggs. 
76 ~., 176 for St. JOfu"!.' s; 336 for Hochliff. 
77 Ibid 246 
7 ------., 8 Ibid. 223 -.~.- , 
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Grosseteste. This is the only instc:mce in the register of 
'" the bishop's having had anything to do with the appointment 
and blessing of a Cisterci&n. 79 
At the ~remol1stratell.sian house of Croxton in Lei-
cestershire, Brother Geoffrey, a member of the commu..."'1ity, 
was elected abbot and received his blessing from Grosseteste. 
But the register gives the impression that the bishop h.::d 
nothing to say about the approval or rejection of the canons' 
choice. SO 
Since Robert Grosseteste put into office ninety-
one percent of the religious p~esented to him for superior-
ships, and since the nine percent he rejected were rejected 
because they were Ullfi t for office or their elections vrere 
uncanonic:.l, it is h&rd to find in Grosseteste's he,ndling 
of the appointment of superiors c~use to call him too stern 
c ..nd strict. 
The alien priories were a source of trouble in 
English ecclesiasticEl and politic2l hj_story beccmse their 
motherhouses were on the continent. The case of Minting, one 
of these alien priories, figures prominently in Bishop Grosse-
teste's relations with the religious of his diocese. In 1258, 
79 ~., 205 
80 Ibid., 416 
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he wrote t1{Q letters about the cell to the mother abbey, st. 
Benedictls~at Fleury.81 In this community, we find the se-
cond of the two references to irwlior&lity in religious houses 
~ 
in Grosseteste1s see. In the spring of 1~38, Robert sent 
bCick to Fleury biO monks who hc:"u been living 2,t Hinting which 
was about ten miles from Lincoln. One of the monks, Philip, 
confessed to adultery, while the other, ThomE,s, wc"s accused 
of fornic&tion, and the brethren of their priory would not 
Sl-1ear to the i.."'1l':ocence of either. Both this letter, and a 
shorter one v.,rri tten about the same time, are very coureous and 
mild. The bishop has his duty to his office and tries to dis-
chETge it as civilly as possible. There is a third letter,82 
however, by Grosseteste to Abbot JoPn of Fleury about Minting; 
and, as Thomson remarKs,83 this letter is anything but mild. 
Robert is veryoutspol1:en ,\-,hen he tells the abbot that the 
monks should not only know but that they should live their 
rule. This is the severest letter lye have of Grosseteste to 
a religious house; but under the circumstc"nces, it is per-
fectly justified. The bishop h&Q previously written to Fleury 
about the situc"tion E.t Hinting, and from the two other letters 
that 1',T8 possess, we can see that the bishop was quite gentle-
mE.l1ly in his plee.ding that the abbot enforce the rule at Hin-
~l Epistolae, i!::i* 53 and 54 
82 .I£24., :;;: 108 
83 S. H. Thomson, The ~,Jritings of Robert Grosseteste, Bishop 
of Lincoln, ~-53, Cambridge Univ. Press, 1940, 210 
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tinge But now four monks of Minting, Philip, Theobald, l;.!alrand 
<01 
and Girad, were very lax in their observance of the rule, and 
were immoral besides. The bishop had tried persuasion; now he 
~ 
used more forceful means. To interpret this letter as evidence 
of an anti-monastic attitude would be to misunderstand Robert 
Grosseteste, for this letter is rather eviaence that he was a 
true friend of monasticism. H€ fulew what the rule of st. Bene-
diet expected of a monk and realized that men who publicly 
flaunted its principles and precepts were the really anti-
monastic, though in name they i-lere moru;;:s. 
The priory of Spalding WE..S a cell of st. Nicholas, 
Angers, but with the help of Hu.gh of }fells, it had been eman-
Cipated to some extent from the eO'ntrol of the mother house, 
when it was agreed that the priors should 
no longer be dative U8..tus ab abbate de 
Angiers but perpetual; thb.t th8y should 
be elected by the convent of Spalding •••• 
In m8.tters relating to the rule of the 
orde:r the priory ,,:to. be stil~4subject 
to tne abbey of Jmglers •••• 
The abbot of Angers, however, becoming ·tissa tisfied with this 
agreement, obtained a letter of papal intervention a few weeks 
before Grosseteste became bishop of Lincoln, because, as he 
said, fTthe bishop made an ordinance limiting his rights over 
Spalding .,,85 After much litigation, a second agreement was 
reB.ched on January 2, 1;:.42, which was confirmed by Innocent IV 
84 Dugdale, III, 207-208 
85 Bliss, I, 143 
• 
on April 4, 1~45.86 
<01 
In this deed, the chief points of agree-
ment named in the former composition 
were recognized hnd more fully explained, 
and partly in consequence of expenses 
incurred in the suit, and partly to re-
lieve the charge of the abbot in coming 
over to his visitation, it was determinec 
that an annuEd penSion of sixty marks, 
or forty poinds, Shoul~7be paid him by 
the prior and convent. 
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The bishop also won ci case against the French abbey of Harmou-
tier-lez-Tours which W2S hostile to him because he had excom-
mUIlicc.:.teci some molli;:s at th~ir cell of Nerrport Pagnel, and be-
cause he wished to keep the prior und.er his control. The 
sentence was given by Cardinal -Valliam on June 2, 1249 (sic) 
and confirmation of this sentence was forw8.rded from Lyons on 
Jmle ~~, 1~48.88 
The first papal letter concerning the relations be-
tween Robert of Lincoln and the brethren of Sempringham is 
do.ted May 9, 1;;:;40. It or:~~ers the Gilbertines to "pay due obe-
{.ii<:;nce to the bishop of Lincoln, their ctiocesan. 1I89 But as 
the years passed, the Ul&.ster anel brethren of this congregation 
seemed to have come under a delusion of oppression for they 
secured pc.pal letter after papal letter forbid:.:~ing anyone to 
-encroach on their privileges. The onslaught of papal indults 
86 .lli£., 215 
87 Dugdale, III, 208 
88 BliSS, I, 257 
89 .I!?i£.., 190 
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begins in 1245. There are three entries for January 8.nd 
February of that year. 90 There are hiD grants of protection: 
one of these confirms their exemptions "from tithes, aLi.s, and 
unusu2,1 exactions •••• II In the third, ftthe yrivilege granted 
by Pope ClementI! is confirmed, and they are exempted lifrom the 
eXCictions called 'Sancte Johannecorin,' in the diocese of York, 
and Hariecorin,' in the diocese of Lincoln. In Februc:.ry of 
the next yec..r, another indult was grc.nted lito the master and 
brethren of S empringham that they mE.y charitE;.bly receive 
bishops or prelates without pre judice to them or tfleir or'ler. 
,,91 
. . . . On February 9, 1249, the Gilbertines obtained a papal 
grant to hold "to their own uses" the church of \~al1cot which 
was valued at ten marks,92 just as in the preceeding year 
tl:ley got permission to tc.ke over the ChUl'ch of prestwald. 93 
From Perugia on Harch 7, IS53, another grant of protection 
wc~s issued to the brethren and. sisters of Sempringham wh~~ch 
enmnerc.ted all their churches and possessions. 94 A...YJ.d a year 
lc,ter in July, 1:654,· the following p&pal letter was is sued 
at Jillagni. 
Indult to the master, priors, and con-
vents of the order of S empringhe.m, th&t 
they sh&11 not be bound to receive any 
archdeacon who comes on his visi tE.tion 
90 Ibid., 213 
91 Ibid., 230 
92 Ibid., 259 
93 Ibid., 258-259 
94 Ibid., 284 
r 
to these churches with c:m immoder[;.te 
number of persons be9gnd that fixed by the Lateran council. 
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1-Jhether these confirmations and privileges were sought in fea 
of Robert Grosseteste is not certain. Wn2.t is certain, hO\{ever, 
is that the bishop had to procure a papal letter ordering them 
"to pc:y hil0. . due obedience. n 
The date of the foundEction of the new house of 
AugustiniE~ns at Chetwood is elusive. The edition of the bis-
hop's register tells us that the entry appears on the dorse 
of the roll for the tenth year of Grosseteste's rule, but the 
entry itself says: IlGiven at strode outside Roff on November 
15 in the ninth ye&r of our pontificate. ,,96 P ..nd there is a 
transcript of this with the records of the eleventh year. 
The desire to promote religion and the service of God urged 
the bishop to grc·nt permission for this new house. The canons, 
however, must swear cB.nonical obedieDce to the bishop and his 
successors. They must c:.lso illc:.ke a reasonable 2.greement y,ith 
the parish church in the vicinity lest it suffer becc,",use of 
this foundation. They are granted the privilege of having any 
bishop they please bless their building. This d.ocUlnent is 
hardly that of a man who is excessively har~~ on the religious 
of his diocese. 
Luard assigns 124/:1: as the probi:lble dccte of Grosse-
95 1.12l1., 301 
96 Dabis, 371 
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teste's letter to the Cistericians at Scarborough about a 
• Frc:mciscE~n house thc,t lICC,S to be established there. The white 
monks had obtcdned pc.pal letters on whose authority Grosseteste 
oruered the Hinorites to quit their house at SC2-rborough. 
After several days of litigation before the bishop, the poor 
men of st. Francis, although they claimed a special dispensa-
tion from the A postolic See,· agreed to withdraw. 1{nen these 
f8,cts had been cite:!., the bishop went on to SE,y thE:.t, although 
they were prep&red to wi thdrav-i with 
all huraility ••• it would not redound 
to the honor of your orJer, but r&ther 
it would greE,tly tarnish the lustre 
of your fame and it would plc.ce an 
ugly stain on that glory as your good 
judgment w~uthout any, hinting on9~ 
part clear~y can ponaer well ••.• 
Robert goes on to remark thcit he has told the Franciscans to 
stay until the convent will reconsider is,nd inform him of its 
final decision. 
At Leicester, Roger Blund, a C2,non of Lincoln, set 
up & cn;:ijjel for himself and for other infirm clerics, with a 
Gregory :J..e Hilwere 0_S warten of the chapel. In order to 
start this f01L."'1·j.ation, it WElS necessc.ry to obtc:,in the cOl1snet 
of the CE.nons of Leicester since the new founo.cdion W'B-S to 
next <ioor to their Chlll~ch of the Holy Trinity. In the bishop's 
reg ister, the appointment of Gregory OCClll~S first; tilen fol-
101[S the deed in vThich the rights of the Austin Ci.;,nons are 
97 Epistolae, # 109 
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sa.f'eguarded. Only those living clot the chc.}:iel or those Horking 
-thers are perm ttej. to receive the sacraments in thc~t place; 
nor C2.n marri[;.ges be celebrhted ["t the chcpel. FinElly there 
is the consent of the abbey of St. Mary de Ie Pre of Leicester 
which repeats parts of the ,deed and then refers the reader to 
the deed for the guarantees of its privileges. 98 From these 
aO'cuments in the register, it ·m.ay be inferred thc.t' Grosseteste 
co-opercited ld th the religious in safeguarding their rights. 
When Robert WC',S in Bannerbiry in 1238, he confirmed 
the appropriation of the church of Fulwell to Oseney Abbey, 
acting Hi th the E.dvice &nd consent of tile dec:.n and chapter of 
Lincoln. OIle of the stipulations was thc~t, on the feast of 
st. Nicholas e<lch year, the monastery give two Tl1ELrl-cs to the 
diocesc.n officic~l in che::.rge of the Oxford schools to be dis-
tributed to poor scholars. 99 
In 1~42, the eighth year of Robert Grosseteste's 
actrainistration of the Lincoln diocese, the ce .. nons of Dunstable 
recovered their church of Hecham from those of i': .. shby in 
Northamptonshire. The canons of Ashby were loath to retuTn 
the church, but Dunstable effected the recovery through 
Grosseteste's intervention in their behalf. lOO 
98 Davis, 435-437 
99 Ibid., 461-462 
100 iu1nales Monastici, III, 160 
,I 
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During 1237, the bishop had some trouble with vlalter 
'" 
of st. E;imund, the Benedictine abbot of Peterborough, over the 
provision of various clerics. The difficulty arose out of 
pElpal letters. One letter ordered them to give the church of 
Cestre to Haster Robert de Sruner-cot, papcLl subdeacon, "and 
they are also compelled by the bishop of Lincoln to Ti1cl.ke p,ro-
vision to H., clerk, by reason of other letters addressed to 
him. nlOl 'When the convent had recoUrse to Rome, it was told 
not to be disturbed by those other letters. Grosseteste, to 
whom on January ,~6, 1239, a papal letter was sent, c;.150 took 
steps to relieve the situation. "Licence to the bishop of 
Lincoln th&t he shall not be bound by papal lettc=::rs to make 
provision to anyone unless special mention is made of this 
licence. ul02 
About this time, the bishop instituted the co~ent 
of Abingdon, across the river from Oxford, as the rector of 
Cuddesdon in Oxfor<ishire. Though they were to hc:ve the rights 
of rectors, Robert stcted very clearly in his grc:nt what pE.rt 
of the pc;.rlsh revenues woul'::). go to the support of the vicclr .103 
The whole tone of the ::locu.rnent is one of fairness both to the 
reL.gious and to the 1Ylcl.Il l"lho I·rill have the care of souls. 
In August or September, 1840, the bishop W3.S at 
101 Bliss, I, 168-169 
10.2. Ibid., 178 
103 Davis, 454-455 
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Balli~ebiry in Oxfordsnire where he established a vicarage for 
~ 
the church of Wytefeld of wnich Eynsham abbey was patron. 
Since the rectors of this church found it very ciifficult to 
pay the convent the sv~ which custom prescribed, Grosseteste, 
wi th the conse:l.t of Eynshc~r;l, set up a permanent vic&rc:.ge with 
a stipulated sum for the rector, arh~, gave the rest to the 
religious of Eynsham. Robert· undertook this business bec2.use 
according to him: 
It belongs to the pastoral office to 
look out for the poor so that they re-
ceive their due with security and with-
out Q~dertaking lawsuits, from whom 
whc;.t is due them is frequently tS.ken 
away and a solution of the Cclse is 
arrived at only through conte:ntion 
and 2.~1.Xiety .10:-:1 
An oruer from Rome dated July 14 about a dispute the 
bishop had with the A ugustini2.n nu..~s of Halliwell in the 
London diocese probably reached England 8.bout this time. This 
convent he.d an annual pension of five marks from the church 
of Hellewes granted them by st. Hugh, the lE.te bishop of Lin-
coIn. Gregory IX, some yee.rs before, with the concurrence of 
the cnapter at Lincoln, had approved this pension. Meanwhile 
Grosseteste "has since ordered the said penSion to be withdrawn 
cmG the priors refuse to proceed against him because they are 
his clerks. If he will not yield, they must proceed accordil~ 
104 Cart. of Eynsh~n, 176 
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to the first manc1ate. rtl05 
Toward the en(l of 1241, according to }1atthew Paris, 
there wo.S 0. serious misll.'lclerstan'ling between Bishop Robert of 
Lincoln Etnd Abbot Richb.rJ of }!estminster, in Hhich both parties 
clashed most acrimoniously. The bishop wc~s determined to 
check the growing privileges of westminster by refusing to 
allOY! the monastery to take possession of the church of Ashwell 
in Hertfordshire. And lion 8. poor excuse", he tried to deprive 
the monks of Ashwell by conferring it on a certctin Nicholas 
"whom this SEnne bishop quite unjustly he.d depI'i ved of his bene-
fices. But the abbot, sup)orted by right as well as privilege, 
opposed him openly vith manly courdge. nl06 
This interpretation by the fc.Jlled historiogrc.pher of 
st • .AlbE,ns seems to judge the bishop a little more hc:.rshly 
than t1.'le docUInents which have been preserved in the register 
would seem to w8 .. rrEnt. The church of Ashwell h&d been promised 
to Westminster since May £1, 1225 by a letter of Pope Honorius 
III which is preserved in the episcopal registers. The resi-
dual revenue of the ch!J.1'ch E.fter &. suitable living (unde ho-
neste vivat) had been established for a vicar, was to go to 
the mon&stery "for the support of the brethren, the guests 
and the poor. ,,107 There were difficulties before the blO 
105 Bliss, I, 191 
le6 Chron. rJ~~. , IV, 151 
107 Davls, ~ 
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parties could agree on whE.t "-Tol-lid constitute a suitE.ble living 
for the vicar, but Grosseteste did not question the right of 
the abbot and convent to be the rectors nor did he try to take 
Ashwell away from them. The chronciler from Hertfordshire 
indicEi tes the:. t Grosseteste tried to confer Asinrell on NicholEs 
to the exclusion of the monI~s. The docillllents, ho",~ever, tell 
a different story. The right 'of nominating a vic::;.r was given 
to the abbot &nd convent by the bishop. lOB The register st&tes 
"Nicholao de CB.tteworth c~d ips&m vicariam presentatonl09 which 
seems to indic2.te that Nicholas is the choice of the monks and 
was not being forced on them by the bishop. 
Should one seek s. reason thcct llould give the bishop 
cause for coolness tow2.r: the monks , it "lOuld be found in this 
cL.se. The bishop had appointed a commission to look into the 
situB.tion and set aside a fixed sum for the vicar. It was 
finally decided by the bishop's clerics that forty-five marl-cs 
were hardly enough while the monks protested that it H&S too 
much. But Hatthew PB.ris himself give the coup de grB.ce to the 
monks' case when he says: 
ft..nd in this tr&nsaction, the church of 
Westminster received a great increase 
of wealth and honor. By his labor, 
this Abbot Richard with this not least 
108 Ibid. "Ad quam vic8.riam quotiens vacaveri t dicti Abbas 
et conventus qui pro tempore fuerint virum idoneum 
loci diocesano l)resentabunt insti tuendum in eadem •••• n 
109 Ibid., ~81 
commodious outcome incree.sed the r8ve-
~ue of his abbey 300 marks annut';.lly by 
the returns acquired in perpetuity.110 
And yet the monl-cs were so reluctE,llt to gra.nt their vicicLr at 
Ashwell flo. living wage.T! 
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At the begilliiing of 1850, the bishop beg&n to take 
action against t~'wse religious. houses Hhich held benefices 
or ecclesiB.sticC:'.l revenues Hi thout sufficient legal evidence 
to support their claim. vJorking on the authority of the let-
ter which Innocent IV had written on Hay 17 of the preceecling 
year in which the fope·had granted Lincolniensis the power 
of imposing ecclesiastical censures on those who shou~d re-
sist his authorization, III he cc:lled together &11 the reli-
gious of his diocese and ordered them to bring copies of the 
chapters of their founders and of papal privileges. For, 
UIlless they could prove their titles vc.lid, such titles would 
be revoked. llS The religious cOrltested this action cmd six 
weel{s Is.ter Grosseteste set out for the papal court at Lyons. 
In this city by the Rhone, Robert Grosseteste fa.lled to at-
t&in his objective of forcing the religious of his diocese 
to give up their beEefices and privileges "Thich they held on 
sC2,nt evL;.ence. On September 25, however, he dio. obtcdn 
ecuthority to fix a sufficient portion for the su:pport of the 
110 Chron. Maj., IV, 154 
III Ibid., VI, 152 
ll~ Rist. AngJ., III, 68-69 
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vicc,rs in the various churches. 113 The historian of Lincoln-
shire co:m1.1lents thi."t concessions "failed to '\-rin bG.ck his alle-
gi£;.nce .,,114 It might be :more correct to S8.y th2.t his confi-
dence in Innocent was not restored when the Holy Fc~ther fEiled 
to SUPi. .. ort him when he merely attempted to E.Ct on the powers 
granted him by Ir .. l1ocent on M2.y 17, 1249. 
In Robert Grosseteste's v&tiGUS contacts with the 
religious of his diocese, we have seen th2t a spirit of fair-
ness to c.ll chE~rc~cterizeu his actions. -VTnen he forced cer-
tG<.in superiors to resign, it was because these superiors 
failed to fulfill faithfully and fairly the duties of their 
office; when Robert re jected a nOIilinee to B. superiorship, 
it was becE.use the person presented 1-J2.S not fit to carry out 
the duties incumbent on a religious superior; ~hen Grosse-
teste quallsed an election, but then appointed the person by 
virtue of his episcopccl 8.uthori ty, it WBS because the reli-
gious VCiS competent, but barred from office by a technicality 
only. When we re&lize that Robert confirmed in office ninety-
one percent of the cc..ndide.tes presented to him, when ve con-
sider his anxiety thc.t the monks of Hinting be true to their 
vocations, when we are a;r8.re of his ce-.re thct olcier religious 
houses do not suffer when a new foundation is being made, 
113 ehron. Maj., V, 300 
i 114 The Vic. Rist. of the Co. of Lincoln, I, 29 lL -- - ---
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when we see his equinimi ty in the face of the vJestminster 
COIID11uni ty r S avarice, it becomes impossible to agree with the 
critics of the bishop who affirmed thcct he 1-l&S too strict. 
l----------' 
CHAPTER IV 
AN E.'VALUATION OF HATTHEW P.ARIS' CRITICISM 
OF ROBERT GROSSETESTE 
In this study of the religious or·~_ers and Robert 
Grosseteste, bishop of Lincoln d.uring wh8.t hc~s been ccclled 
the golden age of English 11l011asticism, it has been noted 
that the monks were men of intellectual attainments who, 
while tney he.d not lost sight of their religious ideE"l, were 
desirous of Ya.s.intaining their properties b.nd position. 
Grosseteste 's kn.owledge of the monastic ideal also has been 
discussed while the preceeding C1.1apter investig8.ted his 
various contacts with the religious houses of his diocese. 
Although Grosseteste was desirous of promoting 
religious life and its interests, the monks and canons do 
not seem to have appreciated his zeal if He are to believe 
the words of MHtthei'l Paris. Indeed, P2,ris whom historians 
in the PE;.st often follo"Yled too closely mentions Robert fre-
quently and usu&lly :m.anages to give the impreSSion that 
this bishop of Lincoln was no friend of the monl-ts. But wh8.t 
does not being a friend of the monks imply? Perhaps it means 
the bishop was not a friend because he visited the monasteries 
in order to see that the mow(s lived the life they had vowed; 
or again he may have wished to strip them of their posses-
sions and revenues. Did the bishop fail in friendliness be-
L 
L 
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cause he removed religious superiors from office and re-
fused to admit others? Consequently it will be instructive 
to consider HB.tthew' s remarks and evaluate them in the light 
of wh.s.t we have le[;.rned about Robert Grosseteste. 
Our stUG-Y of Robert's policy in removing superiors 
and rejecting some of the candidates presented to him has 
. 
shown that his action was motivated by the uesire of in-
suring to the monks, canons, and nuns competent administra-
tors. Consequently such &.ction mc'"y not be cE,.lled unfriendly. 
At the time of Grosseteste's election, Matthew 
remarked th6.t the new bishop was too wedded to his own juug-
ment. The chronicler promises that these traits will become 
obvious when more is related about Grosseteste. l Does the 
historiE,n of st. Albans mean that Robert of Lincoln was 
hostile to the monks or elOes he merely me2.n that the bishop 
would not permit the :monks to do i-fhc:tever they pleb.sed? 
Robert would have been a poor biShop if he had not had a 
",Till of his own B.nd hc:.d not trusted his own judgment. But 
even here, NattheH'S stcctement is not erltirely true, for oc-
casion.s.lly the documents tell us thEt he acts with the ad-
vice and consent of the cathreclal chapter, or th&t he appoint-
ed a religious superior after consulting prudent men. 
1 H. R. Luard (eel), F~storia Anglorura (Rolls Series), Long-
mans & Green, London, 1866-69, II, 376 
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Matthew was especially bitter with Grosseteste 
<III 
when he attempted to strip the religious of the benefices 
and pensions which they held illegally.2 He called Robert 
"the indefatigable harasser of the religious" who made a 
libera~l use of fun<.:i.s to persuade the pope to support him 
c.gainst the monks. 3 The pope, however, did not support Ro-
bert directly. It seems to me that in grEmting to the bishop 
the power to fix portions for the vicars,4 Innocent IV granted 
Grosseteste the substance of his request. In attempting to 
linlit the possessions of the religious, the bishop of LincoDl 
wished to l:lB.ke 2.vc.ilable to the clerics who elid the pc:.rish 
work a rellenue sufficient for their need.s. Consequently, 
although the religious ret2~ined possession of their bene-
fices, Robert was en[;.ble by InIlOcent' sleeter of September 
1;:;5, 1250 to set aside a suitable revenue for the vicars. 
Here again Paris accuses Grosset8ste of injustice under the 
guise of justice. l'1,,:.tthe\-i SE,YS that the bishop wished to 
Ttdecimate the revenues of the religious and increase the por-
tions of the vicc:.rs. n5 He ID2.y dismiss this accusation after 
referring to the Westminster case. 6 In neither case was 
Robert Grosseteste seeking his own aggrandisementj he was 
2 H. R. Luard (ed), Chronica Majora (Rolls Series), Longmans 
& Green, London, l87G-83, VI, 152 
3 Ibid. , V, 96 
4 Ibid., 300 
5 Ibid. 
6 SUj)ra, 71-74 
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merely attempting to give the vicars a modest living. Such 
action Ci:..n not be interpreted ['.S a sign of his being unfri-
en.:Uy to the :monks. 
Richard of Dtk~stable records that Robert made a 
generc.l visitation of his diocese in 1238 after y;rhich it was 
difficult to get the bishop'~ consent for some churches 
which Dunstable had accepted. 7 The remarks of the st. Al-
ban's chronicler E.bout Robert' s visitations, hm-rever, C.re 
much more acrimonious than those of the cc.non from DunstC';..ble. 
Thus Matthew in 1239: "The bishop of Lincoln has also become 
the he.:m:mer ane), untiring persecutor of the religious in his 
diocese. ,,8 In 1251, "Robert, the bishop of Lincoln mc~de a 
visitation of the religious houses in his diocese which was 
too strict and severe .,,9 I'ifot only is the visi tation with 
its "tyrannies" severe, rather it is !!austere and inhUt'1lan. Tf 
The bishop is castig&teci for t8.king too many seculars to 
Ramsey, for personally examinir ... g the monks' sleeping quarters. 
Hatthew, reporting th&.t the bishop went 8.11 over the house 
lias E. housebreaker" destroying cupboards B.nd over fancy mugs, 
sermonized thE,t the bishop should have c.cted more circml1-
spectly and given the whole to the poor. lO stevenson remarks 
7 H. R. Luard, Annales Honastici (FoIls Series), Longm8.ns & 
Green, London, 1864, III, 143-144 
8 Chron. Maj., III, 528 
9 Hist. Angl., III, 108 
10 Chron. Maj., V, 225 
on this incident: 
It is necessD.ry to make allowance for 
the bias e.nc1 the exaggerations of 
:Hatthew Paris's iIlfor:mants; anc:L, hav-
ing regc.rJ to the abuses existing in 
the monasteries in res'oeet of nriv2.te 
property, o.s set forth: for ex~,mple, 
by JocelYll. of Bra]<::elond E:.t the close 
of the twelfth century, it c;:nnot be 
denied th2.t Grosseteste had good grollil.ds 
for insisting thE.t the monks should 
adhere to the vow:t }Thieh they had te!.ken 
of their m"m. free weill, and ~rrith full 
knowledge of whs.t they signified .11 
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A more serious charge is leveled against Grosse-
teste when Pc~ris affirms th&t the bishop made a limited 
physical examination12 ~f the nuns in order to determine 
whether any of them had be3n unfELithful to the vow of chas-
ti ty. Since the Chroll=i:.£E:. Ha jora is the only originc:.l source 
to accuse the bishop in this man...YJ.er, ami since the chroni-
cler' s attitw:~e towe.rd Robert Grosseteste is so well knowTl, 
it is (iuite possible that :I'1atthew's animosity towe.rd Robert 
overpo-rrered his veracity. It 1J1::::.y well be thc~t the bishop 
went so far as to demand the.t the nuns be examinefJ. physic&lly, 
but it is most probable that he would confide thms exami-
nation to competent nm:erons as is sometimes done, and did 
11 F. s. stevenson, Rober~ Grosseteste, Hacm 118.n, London, 
1899, 162 
12 ehron. l;faj., V, 226. nEt quod indie;num scribi, ad do-
mos rellgiosaruDl veniens, fecit exprimi mamillas earun-
dem, ut sic physice si esset inter ec:..s corruptelE 
experiretur." 
not personally direct it. 
In cOlllll1enting on Robert's death, pa.ris writes: 
The holy bishop of Lincoln, Robert II, 
then indeed left the exile of this 
world which he never loved 8,t his manor 
of Bugeclon on the eve of st. Denis. 
He was the palpable refutor of the 
Lord Pope and the l~ing, the reprover 
of prelates, the corrector of monks, 
the ciirector of pr:i!ests, the instruc-
tor of the incontinent, the cE,.refu~ 
investigator of the scriptures, the 
hC:.mmer and contenmer of RomB.ns; his 
table for the needs of the body was 
sumptuous, abundant and urbe.ne, hap~,:y 
and affable, while at the spiritual 
table, he was devout, tearful and con-
trite, and in his pontific2.1 office, 
carefuli worthy of respect and un-tiring. 3 
These 'Wor(is of Hatthew Paris picture Robert Grosseteste as 
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a bishop who took the duties of his office conscientiously. 
Such a man, even though he proformed only the d,uties of his 
office, will not be looked upon with 1L-rJ.qualified sympathy 
by those whom he corrected. Consequently the monks in gene-
ral, E,md Hatthew ill. particulc~r, as is quite eviclen, resented 
his activities. It is necessary, therefore, to tS.ke the ful-
mincctions of the chronicler of st. Albe.ns with the prover-
bial grain of salt. 
In conclusion, we m.::~y sc~y that Hobert's lmowledge 
13 Chron. Maj., V, 406 
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of the ideal of religious life from the Scriptures, the writ-
ings of St. Benedict, and the Benedictine statuta of the 
first part of the thirteenth century, and his justice in 
appointing and removing superiors, coupled with his fairness 
in de~~ling with Hinting, Bardney, }lestminster and other 
houses, malces impossible an acceptance of Matthew Paris' 
verdict on his hostility to·the religious in his diocese. 
Not only the personality seen in Robert's letters, but also 
IvIatthew's final description of the f&med bishop of Lincoln, 
makes us re6.lize th6,t Robert Grosseteste was not a mean or 
petty man who would indulge in the impetuosities sometimes 
attributed to him. Robert Grosseteste was the friend of 
monks, canons, and nuns of his diocese, a bishop who had 
their true interests at heart and who kept his religious 
true to their ideal when at times they ill2.y have wished, in-
advertantly indeed, to stray from it. 
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